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Loans Privately
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Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Lawful Rate of Interest
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ELCOR
12 in a Box, 10 Cent*
Help Beat the Trust
ll8«lt

LOST

Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,

Near or on the property of the

and we are ready to supply them.

Eastern Steamship Co., Saturday
evening,

Sept.

24,

warded.

Rockland
117-tf

I
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Diamond

Finder well re

Ione Lackee-Duffney

Address G. N. PENDLE

Pupil of the late Carlo Bounamici

Horseshoe Pin.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

TON, 250-83rd Street, Brooklyn,
117-119

N.Y.

WALL PAPER SALE

Can You Save
$5 per Month?

Having no room in my new store
for wall paper, I will sell all in
stock at Ten Cents a Roll.

THOMASTON

In 5 years it would gain $49.00
and you would have $349.00
In 10 years it would gain $203.30
and you would have $803.30
In 15 years it would gain $491.70
and you would have $1391.70
In 20 years it would gain $1055.85
and you would have $2255.85

Teacher of Piano and
Harmony
Orchestra Instruction.
Popular
Classical Course for Beginners and
Advanced Pupils.

21 Talbot Ave Tel. II09W

W. P. STRONG

115S118
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Have you ever figured what it would amount to
with interest at 5 ’/2% per year, compounded semi
annually?

MR. J. H. MOODY
Formerly of Kansas City

Has become a member of the

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
FACULTY
Mr. Moody is a well known penman. He
will conduct day and evening classes in
Penmanship, Bookkeeping and Law.
ENROLL NOW !

THE HOEKLflNfl LOIN S BLDG. D.

IT, Principal*fc**‘*<

Has paid its depositors 5l/2% dividends since 1907.

esidence 994-M

Monthly deposits of $1.00 or more may commence
at any time

Open an account now and see it grow

407 Main Street

Come !

Rockland

Two doors south of Rockland National Bank

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

Deposits

$2,443,415.26

Surplus and Profits

View and Operate

7 he New FRESHMAN
ELECTRIC RADIOS
For Which

YOUR LIGHT SOCKET
, SUPPLIES ALL THE POWER-

/ Acids
( Water
Excuses
NO Troubles
Batteries
Makeshifts

162,460.81

Financial independence has been
achieved by more people through

Sold on Convenient Terms

House-Sherman, Inc.

f

Rockland, Maine

585 Main Street

Deposits made on or before the
fourth of the month draw interest
from the first day of the month.

AUTHORIZED FRESHMAN DEALER
115-117
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:?A1 the Sign
!iNorth National Bank
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GENASCO ASPHALT SHINGLES
$6.00 Per Square
We also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them On
For You

Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
All Work Guaranteed

W. J. ROBERTSON
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of Commerce Issues His
First "Uxtry.”
The New Secretary—With tills lsauc of the Chamber bulletin, the new
Secretary, Charles G. Hewett makes
his bow to the membership at large.
As opportunity permits he hopes you
wil’ call at the oflice and get ac
quainted. He Is here to serve you
and the civic Interests of the comhiuRlty. Make good use of it.
Primary Election—The
annual
election for the new directors of the
executive board will be held during
the month of October. Primary bal
lots have already been mailed. The
baliots call for live nominations.
Vote for five. Polls close at 2 p. m.
Friday, Oct. 7. The committee ap
pointed by President Bird to serve as
tellers, consists of Chairman Charles
A Emery, Frank A. Winslow and
Lloyd Benner.
Tourist Information Bureau—Sta
tistics formulated at the close of the
Information Bureau at Hotel Rock
land on Sept. 10. amply prove the
success of the project. During the
period from June 27 to Sept. 10. there
wire 541 calls and 927 individuals
served at a cost of 3G cents per call,
or at a cost of 16 cents to each per
son served. From the branch office
at Edward Gonia's store no statis
tics have been secured lint it is un
derstood that many calls for intoration were received there.
‘ . -Up Magazine—Cop.es of ihe
rr-T’p Magazine are available at
office for those interested In an
articles which appeared there on ‘In
dustrial Rockland.” This article and
the one in the August number
should create considerable publicity
for Rockland as they are circulated'
throughout the country.
Finances—The fiscal yeara of the
■ Chamber closes on Monday, Oct. 31.
1 Those with outstanding member
ships are urged to make payments
as soon as possible so as to close the
book with a clean record.
New Memberships—Since the last
I issue of the bulletin, nine new memj berships have been added from the
' Lawrence Portland Cement Com; pany. These memberships will not
j be designated until sometime in the
I early spring when the stalY of the
i plant have arrived in Rockland.

thrift savings

vaults
HAVE ARRIVED

Call at the Bank and we will give you one of
our Thrift Vault Coin bags. When you have one
dollar or more in it bring it to us to open an ac
count and we will loan you one of our metal

Thrift Vault Savings Banks.
Most people say: “Why didn’t I begin to save
sooner?"
May we have the pleasure of greeting you at our
Bank? We invite you most cordially to make use
of this sure way to safety and success.
Sincerely yours,

Thomaston, Maine
107-tf

Rockland, Main©

court

Miss Lucy Farnsworth De
fendant In Suit Concerning
Monument.

Raising $200,000 For the
Support of Clergymen
Growj| Old In Service.

Launching of the Six-Masted Schooner Mertie B. Crowley From the
Cobb, Butler & Co. Shipyard. Note the Stylo of Woman's Drettee
Then Worn.

sa.
We sell AMERICAN Insurance
only, and we adjust and pay our
own claims

91-S-11R

AGENTS

425 MAIN ST. TEL 98
Rockland, Maine

up of a granite sarcophagus and
seven stone markers at Rockland Is
alleged by the plaintiff in a $10,000
suit, Mrs. Helen R. Decatur of BrookMne. Mass. Miss Lucy Farnsworth,
aged 87 years, is the defendant.
It Is alleged that she ordered the
stone cottln memorial and seven
markers for the graves of her grand
father. father and brothers, the sar
cophagus to be modelled after one In
Chippenham, England, and also one
over the resting place of Henry B.
Endicott In Massachusetts. The base
of tihe sarcophagus Was 12 by 8 feet
and the memorials were set up Aug.
12, 1926, with a contract price of
$11,500. of which $5000 was paid by
Miss Farnsworth. Payment of the
balance now is sought by Mrs. De
catur, head of a Boston company fur
nishing monuments.
The sarcophagus and markers as
furnished vary .from the specifica
tions agreed upon, according to the
aged defendant’s claim, and they
were erected in an insecure and un
workmanlike manner, it is alleged.
Miss Farnsworth in a set-off asks for
the return of the $5000 she paid and
compensation for damage sustained
by having to revise the adornments
of her family lot.
Cook, Hutchinson, Pierce and Con
nell Is the law firm representing tlie
plaintiff while Miss Farnsworth Is
represented by William H. Gulliver
and William B. Mahoney. She fol
lowed every move in the case from
an arm chair placed well up to the
witness stand.

METHODIST FUND

voted’ to sailing vessels. Ships pro
pelled by steam, barges towed by
tugs, and a tremendous aggregation
of motor vessels tell conclusively how
great Is the transition which has
been wrought.
Blaming everything onto the war
has been a popular indoor sport
since the Armistice was signed In
1918, and at the war's door is laid
one of the Important reusons for the
decline of wooden shipbuilding. More
speed became necessary together
with larger bottoms In which to
transport tlie cargoes which weie
needed across the water and at the
various bases on these coasts. And
the result was that steam craft were
built, literally by the thousands.
With the end of the war came the
survival of the fittest. The world
for over half a century Hardesty had become acclimated to steam ve°1 Peerless has signified Ihe finest high sels, and wooden vessels died n
i patent flour that can he milled.— natural death- In shipyards all along
the coast bleach the bones of many
’ adv,|12-S-121
a craft which was half built when
the war conclusion ended the extra
ordinary demand for cargo carriers.
GLENMERE CIGARS
The seas were overstocked with
wooden vessels and the demand for
Are UNION MADE and
their services was so light that hun
MADE IN ROCKLAND
dreds of them sold for a tenth of
their original cost.
Hundreds did
James L. Rogers, Mfr.
not sell at all.
118*120
“It will always hi necessary te
build a few small vessels of light
draft to carry cargoes where steam
ers cannot go." said John J. Wardwell. “A few small four-masters may
also he built, hut ns a rule ship
building has gone to the devil so far
as wooden craft are concerned”
And after the manner of seafaring
men, Mr. Wardwell spat copious'y as
he sounded shipbuilding's doom.
And who Is John J. Wardwell?
If this Inquiry comes it is certain
to come from the Interior of the
country where the nostrils are never
assailed by the briny odor of the
'sea, for Mr. Wlardwell Is famous
along the Atlantic coast as a de
signer of ships, foremost among
which in public lntei est, was the
six-master George W. Wells, first
craft of that type to be built in
American waters, and at the time of
her launching the largest wooden
vessel afloatAs master builder Mr. Wardwell
superintended the construction and
launching of 80 vessels, and has de
signed upward of 100. Advancing
years have brought him to irerrbprf mA. -triafcsliip In Maine's Three-Quarter Cen
tury Club, the shipyard in which ne
mVoVSurance
last served has passed out of exlst-

North National Bank

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

I__________

North , &
National^
Bank •

Thirty-odd years .ago the name I price, and his labors ’as representa‘Rockland, Me.” could be counted on tive of the American Bureau of Ship228 sailing vessels, most of which ping have become much lighter. So
were engaged in the transportation there is plenty of opportunity for lay
of lime and coal cargoes. Search the dreaming,-and the outstanding feaAtlantic Coast today and it will bring ture of those dreams is the ambition
forth the confession that less than to round out his notable career by
half that number is in actual op- designing a craft which will win the
eration. Poets no longer rave of international fishermen's races. 'He
‘sail-dotted seas,” for in tlie noinen- already has a model which, he is
—Photo hy Cham-pney.
John J. Wardwell, Rockland's Famous ciature of the street “there ain’t no , convinced will bring the cup back to
such animal.”
I this country.
Designer and Builder of Ships.
Nobody can tell the story of ship- , Mr. Ward well was born in Penobhuilding's decline so eloquently as scot, May 31, 1852, son of David B.
does the American Registry Issued ' Ward well who was a shipmaster and
BULLETIN XXVIII.
by the Department of Commerce. IL i shipbuilder. Capt. David Wardwell
is still a bulky volume to be sure, left off coasting at the age of 32, and
New Secretary of Chamber but very few of its pages are now de- went to the Grand Banks in com-

STR^S

LET US DEMONSTRATE
ANY MODEL TODAY

thrift than by any other means. You
can be sure of the future if you just
save regularly from your current in
come.

*•*

Unless we place om Tellglon snd *•*
our treasure In the same thing, re- •—
Hglon will always be sacrificed.— *•*
Epictetus.
*••

5 Gr. ASPIRIN TABLETS

Jardiniers,

399 Main Street

•«.

IN DISTRICT

Life Story of the Man Who Designed the Six- Yesterday's Portland paper had the
to say about a case being
Master George W. Wells, and Who Gave To following
tried there In which a prominent
Rockland woman it defendant.
• •
the Country’s Merchant Fleet the “Flying The old ifo-mily• *burial
plot of Miss
Lucy Farfisworth, wealthy Rockland
Haskell”—Helped Build the Stearns Man resident,/holds a prominent p.aee in
testimony at a Jury trial which
In the United Sthtos District
sion Norumbega In Camden—Tells of Ship opened
Court Thursday.
Violation of the terms of payment
building’s Rise and Decline.
In a contract for delivery and setting

plant and store in the cellar those

pots of Bulbs that are to blossom

Volume 82................... Number I 18.

JOHN J. WARDWELL, CREATOR OF SHIPS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

rHREE CENTS A COPY

wANT APS
REAP ”SSiH!ng

mand of a fishing smack. His family,
which consisted of 11 children, left
Penobscot when John was a child,
and resided In Castine until Decem
ber 1861 when It moved to Stockton
John worked there at the age of 14
and loaitoed to wield the broad-axe
and adz witli the skill of a veteran
ship joiner. His range of duties also
included
bunging decks, driving
reamirfi; irons for the caulkers, and
tending the steaming box. Manual
training was npt then in the curri
culum of tlie schools which he at
tended, but lie found very practical
studies in tin- shipyard.
Mr. Wardwell worked as an
“understrapper” until he was 21, and
then “bbssed his own job.” The first
vessel which he built was the
schooner, Walter E. Palmer, with a
• carrying capacity of 290 tons, and
owned by Capt. Horace Staples of
Stockton. This was In 1873. The
following year he built the bark Elmlranda of about 990 tons carrying
capacity. This craft was for Capt.
Crawford Staples who later became
i resident of Rockland, and died here
lorhe years ago. He next built the
bark George E. Kreinelberg, 1000
tons carrying capacity, for Augustus
Patterson.
"Stockton used to be a great place
or' shipbuilding,” said Mr. Wardwell
to a Courier-Gazette reporter. “I
have seen 11 vessels, mostly brigs,
jn the stocks at one time. A great
many sea captains hailed from tfiere;
in fact it seemed as though must of
he men were born captains."
When shipbuilding declined there
\lr. Wardwell went to Belfast, but In
1876 he was found In Searsport with
i kit of tools working on the ship
R. R. Thomas. That fall he went to
Bath and worked as ship carpenter
for $1.75 a day. Following the finan
cial panic there had been a marked
decline in the scale of wages and $2
i day was considered good pay.
When he worked on the bark Elmiranda extra good men had received
$3 a day, hut the general wages were
about $2.50.
The Elmiranda cost
about $43,000, hut in the last days
of the shipbuilding boom could not
have been built for less than $100,000.
Mr. Wardwell's first three-masted
schooner was the Herald built at
Belfast for Capt. Mark Gray of
Bucksport, and registering about 400
gross tons. _He was employed at that
time as master builder for McDonald
& Brown- This was followed by the
three-masted schooner Helen G.
Moseley of 500 gross tons.
When Mr. Wardwell was 19 he had
been sent alone to East Lincoln to
mould a vessel frame, a task which
today could probably not be dupli
cated by any boy of that age In the
United States. The forests in that
vicinity surrendered to his axe the
finest ship timber he ever moulded—
yellow birch, inaple and beech for
the hardwood bottom.
Meantime the boy, for he was still
a hoy, had spent more time In his
father's loft than most boys spend
on the playground, and within him
grew a strong desire to make a model
of his own. The result was his first
design, the schooner Walter E.
Palmer.
“I recall," says Mr. Wardwell,
“that my father once went mate of
the ship Adams of 500 tons- She
was a 'buster' and my father was

(Continuud On Page Eight?

The Maine Conference of tht
Methodist Episcopal Church Is in
a campaign to raise $200,000 for it«
retired ministers.
The campaign
wa.1 authorized by a joint session of
the annual conference and a lay con
ference assembled for that purpose
it Lewiston April 30. without a dis
senting vote. The money is to be
used to give support to the old min
isters who worked in their younger
days, giving their all to the church,
many of them on exceedingly small
salaries.
Minute Men from the laity of the
church have been presenting the
plan to the various societies of the
conference. Sunday Oct. 2 the pas
ters are to exchange pulpits. This
exchange will effect every church
with but a few exceptions.
The
schedule for the exchanges in Rock
land District includes:
Camden. John Dunstan-Rockland,
F. E. Smith.
Damariscotta, A. T. BradstreetNew Harbor, F. F. Fowle.
Friendship, H. O. Megert-Waldo»oro, J. B. Shaw.
North Waldoboro, C. R. Duncan.
Rockport, E. J. Webber-Union, B,
H. Johnson.
South Thomaston, J. L. PinkertonThomaston, J. P. Chadbourne.
Swan’s Island, Stanley Newhall.

HEARD FROM FRANCE
Letters have been received from
the Rockland contingent which went
to France with the "Second A. E. F.”
and all report a fine passage and de
lightful time.
Albert S. Peterson
tells of the pleasures on board ship
—breakfasting at 9.30 and from that
time until 2 o'clock with games, con
certs and entertainment of various
kinds, each State putting on Its own
entertainment.
The day he was
writing was New York Day and a
fine program was being given. About
80 from Maine were In the party and
he had met some very fine people.
Sept. 19 the day of the great parade,
they marched from 1 o'clock until
nearly 6. and he said half of Europe
was out to see the parade. In the
evening, though very tired, they were
going out to see Paris by night. The
plan for the next day was an all-day
trip to the battlefields.
In Paris
they were assigned to Etolle Hots
as headquarters.
VALUE OF SCOUT TRAINING

A noteworthy Instance of the vak e
of Scout training was evidenced to a
lady recently when two boys re
turned an article they had found.
She attempted to reward them with
money and was quite surprised to
have them refuse It. After their con
tinued refusal, she asked: "Why
won't you take the money, are you
Boy Scouts?” “Yes, ma'am." The
lady did not get the names of the
lads, but the case is characteristic
of all Boy Scouts.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I hid to lire my life again 1 would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
WHEN THE LEAVES TURN RED
There is a purple peacefulness that covers
’ nature's features.
Like a many-colored bed-quilt o'er a baby’s
trundle bed.
Nature covers all us children, nervous, tired,
little creatureM,
Nervous, tired, little children, whether princes,
popes or preachers,
Wiles the leaves turn red.
A balm that’s full of sleepiness envelops hill
and river,
Au air that's full of sweet content o’er the
earth in spread;
We know we dream, and yet we prsr to be
awakened never,
For ’tis the prayer of every soul to dream
right on forever,
When the leaves turn red.
--Sam Walter

Tons, ,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 1, 1927.
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OB oeth declares that he is Pressman in
office of The Courler-Gaietw. and tha: of ■ i
Issue of this paper of Sept. 29, 1927 there was
printed a total of 6190 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER
Notary Public

(We will rejoice In thy salvation, and
in the name of our God we will set
up our banners: the laird fulfill all
thy petitions.—Psalm 20:5.
The movement recently inaugur
ated for the reclamation of Sea View
cemetery from the condition of ne
glect into which it has gradually de
clined, deserves the cordial support
with which it is meeting. The an
nual cost of a cemetery's up-keep,
while not inconsiderable, is easily
met when co-operation is secured,
and then the amount in the individ
ual case is relatively small. The
community that suffers these sacred
places of burial to fall into neglect
is not doing justice to itself.

Haverhill's epidemic of infantile
paralysis arouses widespread sym
pathy. That science should continue
to stand baffled in the presence of
this dread disease is indeed a matter
of regret. But we may confidently
look forward to ultimate triumph of
t!<e research which day and nigh;
till Harvard infantile paralysis com
mission is carrying on in efforts to
Isolate the mysterious and appalling
germ which is the cause of the
trouble.

We haven't given official recogni
tion of the return tb the editorial
page of the Boston Herald of that
brilliant essayist "Whiting,” but the
reappearance of his column has not
gone unregarded by the readers of
that always readable paper. Few
writers of this day possess the en
gaging style which renders distinc
tive everything that slips from Mr.
Whiting's pen.
Congratulations to the managers
of Union Fair upon this greatest
recorded success of its many annual
seasons. When eight thousand per
sons in a single day throng the av
enues of approach to this little center
of Knox County, it again demon
strates the sustained popularity
which this recurrent October exhibitton enjoys.

iu II the announcement of his
do.iih low few of us knew that
i;
y Ford had a brother.

Sufferers from indigestion, acid
stomach, heartburn and similar dis
tress. may get instant relief by try
ing "Eldrigde's Neutralizer.” a mar
velously effective new and economi
cal preparation put up at the Corner
Drug Store, Main and Limerock
s' sets
Try it once and be con
vinced.—adv.

“GOOD-BYE ALL”

NO KNOX AT NORTH

KNOX

Mark E. Flanders, Despond
ent Because of 111 health Everybody Had a Good Time At Union Fair and Called It
Leaves Pathetic Note.
a Mighty Good Show—Gross Receipts $7000.
Mark E. Flanders, aged CS years,
Tlie luck in which the North Knox
committed suicide at 2S2 Camden
street yesterday afternoon p.robably Society has been playing the past
soon after dinner. He had been in few years held good on the third day
ill health for two years, and last May lit this year's fair, with the e*epsuffered a nervous breakdown. Re- •llcn that the threatening weather of
marks to members of the family con- ,he earIy morning doubtless kept
cerning his condition had filled them auay many who would have come
from a distance. But the sun strugwith apprehension.
As the afternoon advanced and he F'ed through the clouds as the foredid not return home. Mr. Flanders' noon Propressed. and when the stand
daughter, Mrs. Alden F. Pettee. be-Jfi!led fo1' t!lp races a better fall day
came much alarmed, and began a I uld not be asked.
search for hint. Her fears were in-I Thursday sustained 1'nion Fair's
tensified when she found the barn reputation for furnishing the best
door locked, but as her husband r<’ces and most excitement. The
would soon be home she waited for uftetnoon was full of thrills, and conhis coming at 4.45.
j trary to the usual custom very few
When the barn door was forced it' Patrons left the grounds until all of
was found that Mr. Flanders had tlle ‘ieeidinK heats had been trotted.
The predominant feature of tlie
selected hanging as the method of
afte. noon. from the standpoint of
ending his earthly troubles.
Written on one side of a small turf sport, was the breaking of the
board which was found in the ham track record Before the classes were
mock. was the pathetic message: called M. I. Collins, tlie starting
"Good-bye all.” Medical Examiner judge, had announced that $10 would
H. W. Frohock rendered a verdict of be given to the driver and $15 to the
horse if the track record was low"suicide.”
The remains were taken in charge T ^second This served to put
by the Burpee undertakers, and the
"°«d
pd^'
d!d “>*
funeral services will be held at th.
“7X
a n,en?P!*eV
family residence Sunday afternoon al
°
" TX™, “"V
° o’clock
1
b‘ Kierstead of Presque
f
Isle
tiie flr8t heat in 2.12H, which
an enmMve
,b , ’ / TJ7
bettering the record by threean emp o> e of he amden A Rockland j
ters of a second
Thjs
% v.
,
x/
bp 'be best time of the dav. aiwas . f ithf y ”e;
aTa Ve 'bough there was a report in the
was a faithful workman and had the gr!indstand that somcbody's watch
good w.,1 and esteem of a 1 who knew ,wd caught !he ,agt heat in a f
him. The surviving relatives are two tion lnore ,ha„ ,
The wfJ
f
dau8bters, Mrs Alden Pettee of..xhi9 a,.tlcle happeng to have been
f0Cn,an« ,an
a”
holding one of the watches in the

wonderful display of dahlias by F.
I.. Brown of Thomaston, (some of the
blossoms being almost as large as
sunflowers): and an exhibit, mostly
of dahlias and asters made by Miss
Winona Messer of Union.
One heard much about potatoes
rotting and of a slim corn crop, the
latter being due principally, how
ever to the small acreage. Last year
the canners found themselves vic
tims of/over-production, and this
season the Monmouth Canning Com
pany did not even unlock the doors of
Its Union factory.

Beans got extra attention this
year, because of the corn shortage,
and the crop did very well. Yellow
Eyes and Johnstons were the favor
ites.
The hay crop in Northern Knox
was a vary heavy one. but was badly
damaged in tlie making, on account
of the continuous poor weather.
• • • •
Expert needleeraft was much in
evidence in the lower hall and the
writer was told that most of It was
being exhibited in a fair for the first
time. An exception was the ancient
quilt displayed by II. B. Kaler
of Washington; which was said to
contain 2079 pieces.
The writer
didn't count them, but he did wonder
if the present day flappers could
flr.d time or patience to fulfill a
similar task
Some of the leading
exhibitors of fancy articles were
Mrs. Carrie Abbott. Mrs. Agnes
Creighton and M.s. Lelia Creighton
of Union and Mrs. Sidney Humes of
Washington.
of Otisfteld. and one son, Mervytr jtdge s gtnnd, and caught the time at
The Knox County W. C. T. U. al
Flanders of Rockland.
w)licb ta,Hed exaCUy with the ways on the job. disseminated a large
record shown by the other watches amount of literature pertaining to
health and child welfare, and the
This city loses one of itj- best i tUere.
wails of tlie booth were hung with
known citizens today with the re• • • »
elever posters made by school child
mcval of Ivan A. Trueworthy to I Tt,„ .. .........................v
•
Brunswick.
Mr. Trueworthv lias
majority or the I mon l air ren in various districts of Knox
been active in civic life in'
fail to e‘ve 'he exhi- County. Tags which read "Prohl
ways during the past two decade*
"
the once over, and al bition is the Best Method” were of
and has been prominent in political - T,’ e
o -v,'?1' ' ’fir pain-, fered to all who cartd to wear them,
and union labor circles. He has been i . ~,'.e,al
e e5£ ”blt of fruit and and quite a few were in evidence on
a master painter employed for nianv.i?TR,e 3 es ’vas not Qu-te up to the the grounds.
year, in the Karl shop and has a h ,Rh standard "hich this fair us..Whatever may have been the views
host of friends who keeh'.v regret his i ally maintains. fur the simple reason of the Union Fair patrons on this
departure.
Mrs. Trueworthv has
n,:"ur,e had not been as Prodi?,i! mooted subject, the oldtimers could
been prominent in the activities of "Ilh
favors in either vegetable. not f ill to observe the striking trans
St. Peter’s church. The Trueworthv, *a™en °r orchard. Tlie apple crop formation which has taken place on
will take possession of their tine new ”»» been particularly disappointing, the I'nion fair grounds in recent
home on the Brunswick-Rath road, [bo'1’ '** Quantity and quality. Sprayyears. Thursday the writer observed
an estate of 70 acres with 2,000 feet 'nK *’as always aided tlie farmers,
only one person conspicuously intoxi
on the Atlantic Highway and a half A'" thls y«*r even that resort did not
rated, whereas the Union Fair of
mile shore on the Androscoggin Riv- Gu*te answer the purpose. Tlijs does other days was inevitably marked by
er. overlooking Merrymeeting Bay.' ao' mean that all of file fruit raised
a half dozen knockdowns and dragThirty acres are cleared and the in Knox County was inferior this out tights The Eighteenth Amend
remainder
remarkably
beautifu'. season; the exhibit in the second ment may not be popular in some
wood land. Mr. Trueworthy has not btory of the Exposition hall showed
quarters, and it is not strictly ob
decided exactly the use to which he SOI”t‘ of the handsomest apples that
served in some, but here is one of the
will put his new estate. His fine ever srew on a tIeP- Baldwins and
results. Accipt it or deny it, as you
home at 49 South Main street has ipya were favored this year. Starks
will.
become the property of Stephen H didn t strike their stride.
Miss Alena Young of Rockland
Cables.
The principal exhibitors of fruit
--------------------and vegetables this year were E. N. pre.sWent of the Knox County W. C.
Judge Campbell will be among the Hobbs, M B. Hobbs, J. F. Calder- T. U.. was in charge of the W. C.
local speakers at the Ow l's Head . w ood, W F. Caiderwood. E. G. Perry, , T. U. bootli Wednesday but was ob
town hall free meeting at 7.30 next 'George Cameron and Mir. John Kent- liged to leave on account of the State
Monday evening. There will be read- anen. The exhibits made by Pleas- Convention, and the booth was looked
ings, music and a social time.
ant View Farm and Lake View Farm after Thursday by Past President
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert and Mrs
.... , were arranged in an exceedingly at"The majority of people who are tractive manner. Combined with the Jeannette Dunton, superintendent of
shouting that Prohibition is a fail- garden produce in the latter was a temperance and missions
lire have not even tried it.” writes fine display of flowers, in which Mrs.
“Pill of Spa.” The same can be said E. H. Caiderwood showed a reasonBecause of the presence of the Pine
of
capital
punishment.—Chicago able amount of pride
Tree Amusement Co. the midway was
Daily News.
And speaking of posies there was a ! about double its usual size, and the

UNION FAIR ECHOES
crowd rushed to the animal's rescue,
and he was finally pulled out of the
it was Starter Collins' debut at
stream, but slightly lamed. Driver
I'nion Fair, and the crowd liked the
Cote was uninjured.
Tramplane won this race in manner in which be handled some
difficult situations. He seemed to
straight heats.
have eyes for everything, and was
The summary:
absolutely impartial. He imparted
2.12 Class, Purse $3C0
to tits friends in the stand that his
next engagement would be to marry
Tramplane. P D. Parent .... 1 1
tht samp girl that he married 25
Peter Bingen. J. H. Hobbs 2 7
years ago. The silver wedding took
Mary Montgomery, W. S.
pii.ee at Ills home in Gorham yester
Ingraham .............................. 5 4
day and of the 18 persons who at
Margaret WSlkcs, Del Strat
tended the original ceremony all
ton ............. -.............. -............. 1
were present yesterday. Mr. Collins
Barney Delight, L. S.'Smith 3
will handle thesLincoln County rac- |
Flying Nimbus, 1. W. Con
cs in Damariscotta next week.
don . .................. ...................... 7
• • • •
Tommy Finch. Jr. .............. . 8
An exceptionally good vaudeville
Mary Aberdeen. Jones &
act was furnished by Leo and Mary
Butler ...................................... 6
lacks in. who performed some wonTime, 2 14, 2.14. 2.1314.
le.fiil stunts on bicycles. Inciden
2J25 Claes, Purse $250
tally this was considered the best
Peter Belmont, AV. S.
ac; at tlie Maine titate Fair In Lew
Malcolm ........................... 3 1 1 1 iston.
• • • «
Major iWtard. F. W. Cone 1 3 2 3
2 3 2
Varro, A. Richardson, Jr.
"Os" Tolman of Southwest Harbor,
Admiral Black, L. S.
former Rockland horseman, acted a»
Smith ................................ 2 5 5 4 ot.c of the judges at Thursday’s
Charles Dillon, Fred Gray 4 7 4r-o. races. He is as much of a turf fan
Possibeauty, T. S.AVheeler 6 si 6r.o- as ever, and North Knox Fair gave
Betsy L., E. P. Dearborn 5 6 7r.o. him an opportunity to meet the
Real Red. R. R. Hall ....... 8 dis
boys.
• • • •
Time, 2.1614, 215, 2.17. 2.16.
Tlie Waldoboro Bund gave a de
2.1C Class, Tuise »300
lightful concert each day. and It ts
Jack Dempsey, Dr. -H. K.
easy to see why the fair management
Kierstead .............................. Ill continues to engage it year after
Thursday's Races
Togo M., Waldoboro Garage 2 6 2 ,v»ar. A cornet solo by Herman Kuhn
How good they were may be
Tiny Wtlkes. J. M. Staples 3 2 3 one of the older members, was a
judged from the fact that there was
The Sheik, Dr. AVm. Ellihgphasing feature of the Thursday af
nlv one heat on the entire card
wood
.................................. 4 3 4 ternoon concert.
slower than 2.1CH.
,
• • • •
Mandy Forbes, P. D- Nelson 6 4 5
The afternoon opened with 2.25
Don McKenney, Brown &
Oscar Butler of Thomaston was
class, Mayor Ward copping the first
Hinkley ............................
5 3 dr. one of the most active men on the
heat. Peter Belmont owned by AV. S.
Time, 2.1214, 214*4. 2.14*4.
fairgrounds Thursday despite his 8t
Malcolm of Augusta proved the real
• • • •
years of age. This summer he har
goods in this race, however, taking
The Drawing Events
vested 1# tons of hay unaided. Hr
tlie next three heals, with Bean upThere arc many men, and many Is a stranger to sickness.
Six horses came out of the stables
• « * •
woman, for that matter, who get
for the 2.IS class, among them the
more diversion out of the drawing
Twenty-two hundred tickets were
undefeated rivals. Jack Dempsey end
of horses and oxen than they do s0]d at the gate Thursday. This is
Togo M.
The first thing Jack
horse-racing, and hundreds of them )eas than last year (by reason of
Dempsey did was knock out the
track record of 2.13*4, by doing the watched these events Wednesday threatening weather) but thanks to
mile In 2.1214. The next two heats and Thursday. The following win-f that big Wednesday, the total attendance was the largest in the Fair's
were two seconds slower, but it was nei-B were announced:
Oxen, seven feet and over—Won history. About $7000 was grossed
lack Dempsey who got the decision by Glidden Brothers. Jefferson: Bar» • • •
in each, while the Waldoboro horse
old Butler, Union, second; Glidden
Harold Fossett ns flagman is on inpulled down second money.
third.
dispensable adjunct to Union Fair,
The 2.12 class furnished the prlncl- Brothers.
Oxen, over six feet eight Indies and was on !lle job this year, as
l>al excitement of the day and it hr
and under seven fpet—Won by usual.
an with the scoring for the firs; Weeks Brother*. Jefferison; Henry
heat, when driver I. W.'Condon of Cunningham,
Jefferson.
second:
Raymond E. Thurston was one of
Plying Nimbus incurred the displeas Glidden Brothers, third; George Wi
the busiest men on the grounds, not
ure of
the starter
and
was ley, Warren, fourth.
in the capacity of sheriff this time
irdered back to the stables. Pre
Oxen, six feet, eight inches and
sently lie appeared at the judge's Under—Won by Weeks Brothers; lipweve . He was explaining to an
stand with an outburst of abusive Henry Cunningham, second and interested public the merits of the
Silent Glow and Hartford oil burn
anguage, and Starter Collins called third: George Wiley, fourth.
ers. Another thing that makes him
for an officer. Condon did not wait
Bulls, under six feet. 10 inches
for the officer's appearance, however, Won by C. B. Watts. Warren; George busy just now is the fact that he
must pick and park a carload of Wolf
md last heard from he was on the V\ iley. second.
River apples and have them on the
losing end of an argument with one
Steers, three years old—Won by rail by next Monday noon- Ray has
of the spectators.
George Wiley; George Wiley, sec had splendid luck witli his orchard
In tne second heat of this race ond; Harold Butler, third.
this season and will be able to market
Peter Bingen broke, ard put one
Pair of horses, 2800 pounds and
foot through the wheel of Mary Aber- over—'Won by A. T. Berry. Damaris about 500 barrels at good prices. The
leen's sulky. Both horses were com- cotta: P. B. Martin, Union, second; buyers at the present time are offer'
ing $3 to $4 a barrel, loaded.
ng down the stretch very fast at the Cialence Moor. Washington, third
• • • •
lime, and the situation looked very; sweepstakes for oxen—Won by
Fred Maddocks of Owl's Head ex
leripus.
The drivers kept their o.idden Brothers: Glidden Brothers,
hlbited a rugged looking yearling
heads, and a serious ending to the set„nd; C B. Watts, third; Glidden
squash. The Freshman squashes ap
iccident was averted. It was nee- Brothers, fourth.
peared to have nothing on this
ssary to cut the spokes of the Mary
Sweepstakes for horses—Won by
Sophomore.
Aberdeen sulky before Peter Bingen's x T Berry; H. A. Hart, Hope, see• • • •
oot could be released.
lond; P. B. Martin, third; Clarence
Some especially handsome eaull
The real sensation came in the third ; Moor, fourth.
flower was shown in the exhibition
leat when Barney Delight threw his
Ti,e judges were Fred Miller. Warhall, it was white, clean and well
driver near the quarter pole and con- i ren; W. M. Prescott. Liberty; Levi
formed.
inued on the course at top speed, Keizer, Rockland and Eugene Fey• • * •
vlth reins dragging. Barney Delight kr. Waldoboro.
Paul Harriman was track marshal
tot only finished the mile with the
this year, and kept things moving
field, but. started on another one. In
Any one needing a new kit dim
right lively,
making the turn, however, he plunged 1 range should read Burpee's ad on
• • • •
into the river, sulky and all. The ' page two.—adv.
The presence of several uniformed

complaint of some of the conces
sionaires as to poor business leads to
speculation as to whether it might
i nt have been too large and the in
come spread too thinly over a large
territory.
one of the best drawing cards was
the monkey race, in which tiny au
tomobiles were driven by eqaally tiny
monkeys.
The Ferris Wheel and other fancy
riding devices were there, and they
looked down rather scornfully on
the old fashioned merry-go-round,
but the latter coined ful^v as many
shekels.
• • • •
Because of the new law relative to
the tuberculin test the cattle exhibit
was ruther smaller than usual, but
all judges of stock admitted that it
was a good one. The chief cattle ex
hibitors were R. W. Cripps, Cam
den. herd of Ayrshires: Walter J.
Rich, Camden, herd of Ayrshires;
Charles T. Burgess, herd of thor
oughbred Jerseys; Wilbert Mank,
Waldoboro,
herd
of
Herefords;
Charles M. Burgess, herd of Hoisteins: Hawes Brothers, herd of
Hnlsteins. The principal swine ex
hibitors were: Charles M. Bupgess
and J L. Griffin. Some especially
fine poultry was shown by W. L.
Merriam, Hawes Brothers, tf. L.
Kellar and Victor P. Hall.
• « • »

1 { U K P JE JG ’ S-THE STORE OF

JOIN THE GLENWO

YOUR CHOICE of

Every-Other-Day

McLAlN’Sl
SHOE STORE

WALKOVER TIES
The above cut shows one of the ]
new Fall Style* In Ladies' Ox
fords. In stock from AAA to D, )
in Tan Calf.

$8.00, $8.50, $9.00
• • * •

A Walk Over Tie in Patent Colt
Skin carried in narrow widths

$8.00
Other similar styles in stock—

$5.00

SCHOOL OXFORDS
Ladies’ Sizes, 2*/2 to 8

$3.75, $5.00, $6.00

The above style in stock in
Black and Tan Calf Skins, Good
year Welts.
These shoes are just the qual
ity to weir well and give satis
faction.
Get them while we
have your size.
,

McLAIN Shoe Store
WALKOVER SIGN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland policemen lent official dig
nity to tlie occasion. Thursday thwrlter saw Patrolmen Philbrook and
niellman and Special Officer Kenney.
• • • •
Sheriff Harding was one of the
timers at Thursday's races. Freed
af the cares of the September term of
court he looked very contented* * • •
Many persons ban occasion to visit
the office of Secretary Herbert L.
Grinnell and none of them failed to
marvel at the ease and celerity with
which tlie multitude of secretarial
duties were attended to by Mr. Grin
nell and his capable assistant, Mrs.
R. K. Sayward.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Lincoln County

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 3—First nivciing of Shakespeare So
ciety with -Mrs. A. S. Littlefield, Talbot ave
nue.

Oct. 3—Maine Mttslc Festival, Bancor.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Uamarlacotta.
Oct. 11-13—Topabaa Fair.

Oct. 11—Ortlcr of the Eastern Star Fair at
Temple hall.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct.
IS— ltutuuiage
sale,
Universalist
Church.
Oct. 18—Special Slate election on primary
law.
Oct. 2?—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln

Farm Bureau in Warren.
Nov.

11—Armistice

AUTUMN

SERMONETTE

THE SEASON FOR RUGS

Jesus Calls Us

Day.

Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

After Union Fair, what? Why the
Damariscotta Fair, to be sure.
The thoughts of the sporting fra
ternity now turn to the World Se
ries which opens next Wednesday

Jesus is culling men into Ills
service today as he did when he
walked by I he Sea of Galilee.
Men give up everything and fol
low him. Livingston to Africa,
Judson to Burma, Grenfell to Iatbrador. He called (Washington and
Lincoln into hls service. He calls
to you and to me.
“If any man will come after me,
let hint deny himself, and take up
it is cross and follow me; for who
soever will save his life shall lose
it. and whosoever will lose his
life for my sake shall find it.”
Happy is the man who can say,

With the coming of the crisp days of fall and
early winter we move back into our homes once
more from beach and out of doors and comes the
season for new Floor Coverings.

Hill M. Dane has returned from
Monhegan whore lie itas conducted
a successful business the past sum
mer.
Russell Stuart and Lowell Stuart
of this city are playing on the Higgin's Classical Institute football team
this fall.

Bert R. O'Hara has severed his
connection with the Morris lunch
rocm and taken a position as stew
ard on the steamer Gov. Bodwell.
Charles Thornton is having a fort
night's vacation from the Burpee
Furniture Co.'s store He goes to
Bangor today to see the Rockland
High game.
“A beautiful city and unbounded
hospitality. X'ttf sed." Thus reads
a post card which The Courier-Ga
zette yesterday received from Dr. J.
A. Rlchan, who was then attending a
Masonic convention in Denver, Col.

Attorney General Raymond Fel
lows of Bucksport, whose term expites Jan. 1st. 1929, ts being prom
inently mentioned as a Republican
candidate for the congressional nom
ination in the Fourth District, where
there ts talk that Representative
Hersey will retire.

In the opinion of Charles K. Allen,
resident engineer, Maine Centra)
trains will be crossing the Kennebeo
rtver on tlie lower deck of the new
bridge by the middle of October. It
Is ancet tain however when the up| er deck will be open to general
trafllc. No date has been set for the
formal dedication of the bridge.

X'ine arrivals from foreign ports
exe'led the Portland newspapers .nto
a hea led rews article the o ’-er day.
ard Indeed that was quite a large
number ior these times.
It ihc
palmy Javs when Theodore H. 3imt'lor was deputy collector for llte
put of Rockland there were 2’> ft reign r.r. Ivals here in a single day.

W. A. H.

We are prepared to serve you with a splendid
assortment of Rugs and Art Squares in a wide
range of patterns, sizes and prices.

Sizes 9x12 feet to 22x36 inches

All varieties of colorings and patterns with de
signs certain to please you.

INDIA DRUGGETS
Ideal for chamber, living room or den.
9x12
8x10
6x9
, and smaller sizes
For chamber and bathroom. Wide variety in color
and pattern of most attractive nature.

it the greatest contribution to
mutic and home entertainment

thet art and science have ever
produced.

It is new in prin

ciple, new in construction and

design and new in musical rosults.

Orthophonic

meant True

in

Tone.

Be sure you hear tho genuine
VICTROLA, no other phono
graph it orthophonic.

Prices range from $75.00 up.

If you want the voice of your
radio to sound natural, just
try the new R. C. A. 100 A
Loud Speaker. It will surprise

you.

AINEi
Established 1890

I

usic’

••«•

PIAZZA AND PORCH RUGS
Supplied in rubber and brush

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Second Floor

Tel. 1 142

Rockland, Me.

112-S-tf

VICTROLA

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
■pit sell on the subject “The Power of
Simple Goodness.”
Tlie Pilgrim
Choir will sing. Tlie Church School
will convene at the noon hour.
• * • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster streets- Sunday
imorning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Unreality."
Spnday School at noon. The reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
oyer Daniels' jewelry store, and Is
open each week day from 2 to 5
o’clock.
* • • •
At St. I’eter's Church (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the sixteenth Sunday after Trinity:
Holy Communion at 7.30; choral euch.irist and sermon at 10.30; even
song and sermon at St. John Baptist
church, Thomaston, at 7 o’clock.
Litany Friday night at St. Peter’s

AXMINSTER RUGS

A
four-minute cyclone
swept
through the city of St Louis Thurs
day afternoon causipg 84 deaths and
a property loss estimated at $100,000,000. Five thousand buildings were
destroyed. Telegrams' received here
yesterday state that the families of
C. W. S. Cobb and E. S. Healey suf
Mortimer G. Williams, who wodld fered no casualties, and that their
prt.ltably feel offended if old friends property was undamaged. They re
didn't call hint “Mont." was a visitor side in the suburbs of the city.
in the city Thursday on his way to
Edwin SLibby Relief Corps held
Bangor where he will referee the
fo< tball game between the Univer its regular meeting at the O. A. R.
sity of Maine and University of hall Thursday evening and plans
Rhode Island this afternoon. “.Mont” were completed for the fair to be
is hooked up for the entire season, held next Thursday afternoon. The
but hls friends down this way will hall will be tastefully decorated in
lie disappointed to learn that his en yellow witli touches of pink; here
gagements, outside of today's do not will be found many articles such as
aprons, fancy work, cooked foods,
bring hint into Maine.
candy, vegetables also the famous
Sufferers from indigestion, acid grab bag, presided over by “willin'
stomach, heartburn and similar dis workers" who have “carried on” for
tress, may get instant relief by try years, being the first to organize for
ing “Eldrigde's Neutralizer,” a mar relief and charity work after tlie
velously effective new and economi war of “61-65.
cal preparation put up at the Corner
A fine group of young people at
Drug Store, Main und Limerock
tended the rally at the Methodist
streets. Try it once and be con
Church Thursday.
The Boy and
vinced.—adv.
Girl Scouts were in evidence and
contributed very much to the life of
Dr. James Kent is now at 3'J Union the evening. Games were indulged
street, corner Oak.
117-122
in. refreshments were served by the
teachers of the Junior and Primary
Telephone 382, Young's Market, A departments of the church school,
E. Saunders prop, for Rowe's oysters and after a few words of exhortation
o.- alive or boiled lobsters and have from tlie pastor and singing together,
them delivered at your door every all went home feeling happy, witli the
Sunday a. m. Give us a trial and assurance of a good start at the
be convinced tlnTt we carry only the church school on Sunday Primary
best sea foods on the market.
rally is being held today.

TO-DAYS

F-A-I-R
October 4=5=6, 1927
DAMARISCOTTA

$2200 IN PURSES
CLASSES AND PURSES
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

Jesus 1 my cross have taken.
All to leave and follow Thee
Destitute, dispised, forsaken,
Thou from lienee my all ttlisll be.

The red rose that is filling the edi
torial room with fragrance and
beauty is from a bush in the garden
of E. R. Brock, State street.
“I
picked the first rose on July 4," says
Mr. Brock, “have continued to pick
theip each month since, and today
there are five buds preparing to
blow.’’ Mr. Brock, getting in his
blow first, says the name of the rose
is Gruss au Teplitz.

ORTHOPHONIC

Page Three
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Rotarian lundheon had for its
speaker yesterday Rev. F. E. Smith,
pastor of the Camden Methodist
church, who discussed in practical
fashion the charge, frequently heard,
that the church fails to live up to its
taught Ideals with respect ,to busi
ness, associating with it failure of
the world to conform to the great
precepts laid down by Christ. That
the present day service clubs were
doing a good work in the correction
of this lack on the part of men and
women he regarded as a highly sig
nificant sign of the present and
fraught with hope for the future.
Touching upon some of the princiciples of good living, and quoting the
aphorism of the ring. “Don’t hit be
low the belt," he pleaded that the
mind should not be allowed to sink
to a similar unsportsmanlike level.
The higher the aspirations of tlie
mind, lie said, the more effectively
orc is brought into the sphere of
practical service. An applauded fea
ture of the program was when a
birthday cake illuminated by candles
was brought forward and -presented
to Fred R. Spear in recognition of
his 71st birthday, which was warm
ly acknowledged by that popular Ro
tarian and followed with applause
anti the singing of “He’s A Jolly
Good Fellow.”, Secretary Kelley E.
Crl“ gave an informal report of the
conclave at Poland Spring, with 21
present from Kockland. and final an
nouncement was made in connection
with ladies night, to be observed
next Friday evening at Temple
Hall. the speaker being W. J. Moul
ton, president of Bangor Theological
School and also president of Ban
gor Rotary. Visiting Rotarians were
|C. W. and G. A. Bgbb and C. C. Wood
of Camden, Carl Sonntag of Missouri
William Mann of Portland and Isaac
Cutler of Old Town. Dr. A. M. Annis
was a guest.

Knox Lodge <if Odd Fellows will
discuss tho season's prospects, at
Monday night’s meeting.

SUNDAY
7.15 P. M.

Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch, who
have recently completed their fourth
season at Drift Inn, have taken
charge of the Penobscot Grill.

“When the Baby Cries
or

The big furniture van loading yes
terday at the li. X'. McDougall Beech
street residence told the story of the
final closing of that home, through
the family's removal to Portland.

Tremendous Trifles”
Chorus, Solos
Trombonist, FLORIAN CLARK

Coast Guard Inspection officers
from tlie Eastern Division looked
over Base 16 this week and had
nought hut nice things to say about
Capt. John DeCosta and ills outfit.

The first devotional meeting of the
Junior Y. P. C. U. of the Universa
list church will he held in the vestry
at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon. It i
hoped that the members will make
a special effort to be present.
The big crowd which motored to
Union this week had a chance to
pass judgment on the convict built
highway which stretches from West
Rockport toward Union., The cornpitted "portion is certainly a vast
improvement.

First Baptist Church
There was a large attendance at
the funeral services of the late Mrs.
Amelia F. Jameson, which were held
at the home, Warren street, yester
day afternoon, Rev. C. A. Knickerbpeker officiatedMany beautiful
flowers were arranged about tlie
casket, and in the rooms—a fitting
tribute of love and respect to one
who was ever so thoughtful of others.
The remains were placed in the fam
ily lot in Sea View .cemetery. The
bearers were E. B. Richardson. Ralph
Choate. Jesse Carroll. Frank French.
Lorenzo Dodge and Fred MdFadden.

Special Interest is lent to a base
ball on display in the Senter Crane
Company window by Ruth's 60th
home run. for the ball contains the
autograph of the King of Swat, also
those of Waller Johnson and Ty
■Ct.bb. It was obtained in Florida
last winter by Mr. Crane. Senior.

Civil and Spanish War veterans
will be special guests of the manage
ment of Park Theatre during the en
gagement of “The Rough Riders'
next Monday, Tuesday and Wednes
day. For admission and seats they
need merely to make known their
identity at the door.

The Miiine Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church is giv
ing tlie month of October to a cam
paign for the raising of $290,000 for
the support of its aged ministers
About 60 ministers will be released
front their charges for two or three
wAeks and conduct the campaign.
Ke.v. Alvin C. Goddard. D. D„ Port
land is the organizer and is showing
great ability in planning the work.
X'cxt Sunday is exchange Sunday,
and with few exceptions pastors will
lie visiting other churches.
Tlie
Ri.cklund and Camden pastors ex
changed pulpits last Sunday, but
tomorrow Rev. E. J. Webber and
Rev. B. II. Johnson and Rev. John
L Pinkerton and Rev. J. 1’. Chadbourne will exchange pulpits Le
roy A. Chatto, Ralph U. Clark and
John H. Brubaker are acting as
four-minute speakers, and giving the
point of view of tlie laymen on this
important matter. Rev. John Dunstar. and tho Rev. Oscar G. Barnard
of Belfast will make a team and will
start out on the 10th to work in
Hancock County.
Two ministers
from tlie vicinity of Portland will
work in Knox County and will supp.y the pulpits of Camden and Rock
land October 16.
'

As an aftermath of the Mahlhurg
fire Wednesday night Mrs. Mahlburg Is quite seriously ill at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Eliza
Cousins. McLoud street, suffering
from tonsllitis and complications
which threaten the necessity of hospita treatment. Mrs. Mahlhurg and
two children were asleep at the time
of the discovery of the fire and she
carried the youngsters to safety but
sustained a severe cold while so
doing.
There was no insurance
whatever on the Mahlhurg furnish
ings which were destroyed.

Sufferers front indigestion, acid
stomach, heartburn and similar dis
tress. may get instant relief by try
ing "Eldrigde's Neutralizer." a mar
velously effective new and economi
cal preparation put up at the Corner
Drug 'Store. Main and Limerock
streets. Try it 'once and be con
vinced.—adv.

There will be fancy work, aprons,
cooked food, candy, fruit and vege
tables. choice dahlia bulbs, flower
table, and a real fortune teller at
the Relief Corps Fair in G. A. R.
O. E. S. Fair at Temple Hall, Oct. hall next Thursday afternoon. Ad
'll—adv.
118-120
mission tree.—adv.
118-119

Remarkable success attended the
Stonington Furniture Co. staff nt
i'nion. Fair. Mr. Marcus and John
Robinson were assisted by factory
experts for Allen’s parlor heater anil
the Household Range. Twenty Al
len heaters, eleven ranges und many
prospects resulted from the two day
effort.—adv.
j

HARVEST DINNER
—AT—

METHODIST VESTRY
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5
From 11.00 to 1.00
: : MENU : :
New England Boiled Dinner
All Kinds of Pies, Doughnuts
and Coffee
PRICE 40 CENTS
• • e *

SUPPER
Red Flannel Hash •
Bread and Butter
Asserted Cakes
Doughnuts
Coffee
Tea

At the Universalist Church Rev.
C. A. Knickerbocker will preach at
10 30 tomorrow morning on “Loyal
ty That Triumphs.’’ The choir will
sing the anthems “Be Joyful in the
Lord All Ye Righteous,” La wry and
"I Hear Thy Voice." Edith Lang.
Church School meets at 12; Junior
Y. I’. C. U. at 3 and Senior Y. P. C.
U. at 6 o'clock
« • • •
\
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, proprietor
of Rockland Commercial College, an
nounces these recent registrations;
Charles Grotton. Glencove: Charles
Higgins, Rockland; Stella Derry,
Camden; Albert Kyllonen, Rockland;
IYrley Brackett, Rockland; Freeman
Harris, Rockland; Kathryn Winn
Hockland; Clarissa Bowen, Kockland;
Allene Newbert, Rockland; Entma
Qtngan, Rockland; Frances Brad
ford, Rockland.
* - • •
Rally Day will observed at the
Methodist Church Sunday.
Tlie
morning subject will be “Our Big
gest institution" followed by a com
munion service. Church School will
meet at noon and Epworth League at
6 p m. The topic at the evening
service » ill be "The Race of Life.
Tip' choir with Miss Crockett a#
(f-Kier. will sing at both services.
Tuesday prayer service comes at 7.30
p. m. topic “People Who Cannot Be
Spared.”
• • • •

Rev. O. W. Stuart will use as sub
ject of his morning address, "God's
Green Pastures.” at Littlefield Me
morial Church at 10.30. Bible school
Is at noon and B. Y. P. U. meets at
6 o'clock with Miss Sybil Jones lead
ing. Gospel preaching at 7.15 when
Mr. Stuart speaks from subject ’The
Merits of the Gospel.” The choir
will sing thp anthem, “I Will Praise
Thee, O God,” Baines, at the morn
ing service and "At Evening Time,”
Mund, at tlie evening service. There
will also be other musical selections.
The ordinance of Lord's Supper will
be observed at close of evening
service.
* • • •

"The Comforts of Christ” will be
the subject at the First Baptist
Church at 10.30 tomorrow morning
followed by the communion servicO.
Special music will include a duet by
drs. Rachel Browne and Mrs. Kath■en Marston and “Rejoice in tile
Loid,” Kotzschmar, by the choir.
The church school is held at the noon
hour. The Christian Endeavor at 6
o'clock will bp in charge of Miss
Dewey and Miss Dyer, taking as the
subject “What Are My Duties as a
C E. Member to the Church.” The
object of the evangelistic service
at 7.15 will be “When The Baby
Cries” or "Life's Tremendous Trifles"
“My Task" will he sung by the choir.
Un Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock will
ic the annual roll call supper fol
lowed by the annual roll call service
it 7.15.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5

118-lt

Purse $200.00
Purse $300.00
Purse $300.00

2.30 Class, American Legion,
2.22 Class, Newcastle Lumber and Grain Company,
2.14 Class, Boothbay Harbor Board of Trade,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
Purse $300.00
Purse $300.00
Purse $500.00

2.24 Class, Newcastle-Damariscotta Driving Club,
2.18 Class, Waldoboro Board of Trade,
Free For All Class, Damariscotta-Newcastle Rotary Club,

M. I. Collins of Portland will be Master of Ceremonies. Mr. Collins has
officiated at some of Maine’s Largest Fairs this year. The track has been
widened from 4 to 6 feet, this togethe; with Mr. Collins’ ability as a starter and
the largest field of horses ever entered assures us the Best Racing ever.

FREE STAGE SHOW EVERY DAY
THE GREAT CALVERT—HIGH WIRE CONTORTIONIST
PAUL LEVANN AND DOHERTY CO.
HARRY FISHER AND CO.
All Keith-Albee High Line Acts
ALSO OTHER INDEPENDENT BOOKINGS
PINE TREE AMUSEMENT SHOWS ON MIDWAY, NEW MERRY-GOROUND,
FERRIS WHEEL AND CHAIR PLANE
A New Log Cabin Main Entrance and Ticket Offices; Also 1500 Feet of
Ornamental Chain Link Fence Are Among the Many Improvements Made
This Year.
Monster Horse, Cattle and Poultry Slow. Enlarged Premiums in Several
Departments. Dining Room in Charge of R. H. Knowlton. Baby Show
Supervision State Health Dept.
G. D. PASTOR1US, President.
E. B. DENNY, JR., Secretary.
J. N. G1LDDEN, Concessions.

OCTOBER 4, 5, 6 ALL BIG DAYS

Beauty

ROBERT U. COLLINS

Forever

REAL ESTATE
And

The most beautiful and ten

der emotions

uf

the human

heart are these which prompt

the placing of a memorial that

INSURANCE
Rockland

375 Main Street

in-in a

the last resting place of loved
ones may be beautiful forevor.

A Guardian Memorial is a
perpetual expression of these
emotions and is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

SEE AND HEAR

Guardian Memorials

FRESHMAN EQUAPHASE RADIO

The All Electric

Of Everlasting Beauty

E. A. GLIDDEN

A

at

CO.

Waldoboro, Maine

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Authorized Distributors

A True Quality Dining Suite

The famous I’assagassaukeag dab
lia gardens, attract the attention of

everyone who passes along the At
lantic highway, between Searsport
md Belfast. The gardens are now
in full bfilotn and well worth a visit.
There is a great variety including
many rule and choice kinds includ
ing the Dr. Tevis, Rosanell. Cuban
OlanC'Bashful Giant, Bonnie Brae,
lobr R. Slocum. Pride of California.
Delighted, John R. Baldwin. Mrs
Carl Snlbach. Purity. Paul Michael.
American Flag, and also several va
rieties of pompoms, including Belle
of Springfield. Giausse, Luchestern,
i.id Mabel and Bobbie. Tlie gardens
are managed by Mrs. Jennie S.
Kimball.

We take great pleasure in presenting this Splendid Value in a Genuine
American Walnut 9-piece Dining Suite at .................................................. $116.50

BORN
Moore- Warren. Kept. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Moore, a daughter. Elizabeth Verna.

60 inch Buffet, beautiful, latest design Table, graceful China Closet, sturdy,
handsome Chairs and Host Chair.

MARRIED
Kilev-Kalloch—Rumford. Sept. 16. by Rer.
II. B. Curtis. Carroll Riley of New Harbor
and Miss Evelyn L. Kalloch of Thomaston.

DIED
Flanders—Rockland, Sept. 30, Mark K.
Flanders, aged 68 years, 4 months, U days.
, Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock.
Tibbetts—CansP-n. bet. 1.
aged 76 years.

A MAGNIFICENT BUY AT $116.50
‘‘A Typical Stonington Furniture Co. Value"

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

Elie- Tibbetts.

313 319 Main Street

PRICE 35 CENTS

Purse $100.00
Purse $200.00

Running Race, Roy Hall Special Half Mile,
2.20 Class, Wiscasset Chamber of Commerce,

Dr. James Kent Is now at 39 Union
street corner Oak.
- 117-182

Phone 980

Rockland, Maine

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 1, 1927.
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Probate Notices

VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD

STATE OF MAINE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.
[Fifteenth Paper]

sibility of their hiding under those
awfu! “veils" some hideous physiog
Arabia
nomy that might equal the Phantom
The Red Sea was never any bluer! of tiie Opera. It would have been
The wind is a-blowing, making a different if the veils had been thin
great stir in the rigging. An exhila and loosely hanging—hut they were
ration takes hold of you, a verve, a just any old piece of cloth placed
Joy of life that we have not felt for tight against the face, held in by the
folds of a cloth wrap something like
months. The oppressive heat of day
before yesterday has gone. From my Indian women wear.
Tiie homes were poor and filthy.
now on we need fear no more langorous days. Last night the moon, There were many beggars. Only a
nearly full, transformed the ocean few bnzaars looked attractive. We
into unspeakable beauty.
White hired a car that took us over a high
caps, edged with silver, a cauldron of pass into Hie crater where The
unterrestial metal, not silver, not largest pat t of Adon lies. It once was
gold, tempted one to dreams of unreal a city of extreme beauty and wealth
scenes. This morning that same —in the days when the Queen of
moon slid slowly below the blue, Sheba lived there three thousand
while the sun. unmistakably a god in years ago. There must have been a
a golden chariot, marched victorious different climate then, for tiie annual J
rainfall of today is one-half Inch,
up the sky.
and this could not have filled ths
We are Just passing “The Broth huge prehistoric water tank cut out I
ers.'' Imagine two low flat-topped
pieces of New Mexican bad lands, of tiie solid rock of the mountain that j
intersected by Assures of purple we went to see.
We drove about the interesting na
shadows set into a sea of cobolt blue.
They are strange, unexplained phe five town and had lunch, and then
joined the cruise for a special train
nomena. those Two Brothers.
But I must write up Aden before party twenty miles across real desert
to the native city of Lahej—some- I
the mad rush of the next few months
thing never permitted to ordinary i
begins.
tourists. Oh, that desert ride—mors j
©THI INTtRNATIOMAl SVNOICATt.
According to guide books. Aden is
desert than anything I ever saw in
made out to be the most desolate,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
New Mexico!
Tiie few eases ot
unattractive
seaport
to
be
found.
12- Lavish extrema
45-Tranquility
scraggling paints and mosquitos, the
1-Mlrth
But
we
had
one
of
our
most
interest

fondness on
47-Breezy
wretched matting huts of the poor
6-To expose
ing experiences there. It is true,
13- Heavenly body
49-Prefix. Chief
est semi-nomad peoples, the camel
10-Pertal.ninfl to the
you
never
saw
a
more
uninhabitable
14- Entreat
60-Ordlnary (abbr.)
trails, the natives riding those beasts
looking
place
anywhere.
A
huge
nose
17- Sheepfold
51-Glrl’s name
through the desert, the far-off view 1
ancient
volcano
rears
its
jagged
mass
12-Prefix. Asunder
18- lnterjection
64-Shade tree
of the mountains, the vast stretches J
from
the
sea.
and
on
its
peaks,
in
its
14- Cavalry sword
21-Essential
56-Proclaim
of sand Suddenly a native village, i
passes, where no sign of vegetation
24-Fretfuily
15- On
67-661 (Roman
so like and yet so unlike a pueblo! j
can be detected, the eye discerns
26-N. Cen. Stats of
number)
16- Skilled story teller
The castellated abodes of sheiks were
nothing but bristling forts, British,
U. 8. (abbr.)
(French)
65- Centa (abbr.)
enough to reawaken tales ot th*
of
course.
There
are
rather
unat

28Staln
6O-Furthsr
19— Gills (abbr.)
Arabian Nights.
tractive
run-down
European
build

29Preflx.
Three
62Road
(abbr.)
20- Half a score
Then Lahej. An absolutely native
ings, wireless stations, barracks, etc.,
3
1-A
brownish
color
63Tall
herb
of
mallow
22- Speck
town of about one thousand—or wa*
along the waterfronts. But these do
133A
viper
family
23- Decllne of Ilfs
it 500 7 its Sultan received a party
134- Garden Implement
not detract from the grandeur of the
66- Early English
24- What woodland
of thirty in the morning. The rest
scene;
majestic
desolation.
35Place
of
repose
(abbr.)
sprite was the
of us were not allowed off the sta-|
All eager to see something of the
36- Pecullar
67- Eagle’s nest
Inventor of the
tion platform but we saw the towns-{
Arabia
we
had
read
about,
we
peer
58Rather
than
69- Llkewiaa
reed-pipef
people all right They, except the
shoreward
through
the
soft,
soft
43-Among
(post.)
70- Warms
25- A Brazilian coin
oetter class women, were all down
lights
of
early
day.
It
ls
overcast,
46-Playing
card
72- Small nail
27-Comblning form.
to see us. Such types! Such a mob!
and
all
is
pale,
save
the
gigantic
rock
48Roar
73- Violent blast of
Four
mountain.
Our first thrill!
Tiie Some girls danced and sang. Men
49- A singing voice
wind
29- Comblnlng form.
camels
pulling
water
carts
along
the and boys tried to sell ornaments of
60- Established uss
Far
VERTICAL
streets! Aden drinks seawater, con silver and less precious metals.
52- Lean
30- Hlnt
1- lnsect
densed and rid of its salt. It has to Their daggers wipe stunning curved
53- Reproducs
32-Venture
2- At a subsequent
be peddled out by camel teams, The affairs. Oh. it was great. And then
56- Assembles
34- Place of control
time
haughty beasts were a picture along the train took us slowly through the
66-Ten-footed
35- A close relative
heart of the town, where we could
crustacean
3- Plural-formlng
the waterfront.
(abbr.)
suffix
57- Female rabbit
We quickly leave the commercial look right into the houses, the mar
37-Plu/ige In
Everywhere shy.
4- Organ of head
59- Schooner (abbr.)
part ot Aden behind and wander back ket places, etc.
39- The (Spanish)
6-Clamor
61- Examine
toward the abrupt slopes where a few beautiful women, hidden partly be
40- Mlxed
6-To close
very narrow, very picturesque, streets hind walls, peered at us. We were as
63-Concealed
41- Wrath
7- Prefix. Off
64- Yonder (poet.)
crowd humanity distressfully. Cameis, much of a curiosity to them as they
42- What Is ths first
65- Smail barrel
sheep, goats and all sorts of baby to us. I hope my snaps come out
name of the British 5- Royal
9-Poetie name of
animals; dear little curly haired, well—they'll tell the story.
68-An Egyptian god
' Ambassador at
Some of my snaps have been abao-i
Ireland
dreamy eyed, bronze skinned girls in
71-Latin word for gold
Washington?
(abbr.)
quaint long skirted yellow calico lutely ruined by careless developing^
11-Boy
44-Effected
dresses; boys ot all colors and de in hot climates. Those of Anuradscriptions;
naked babies.
Arab, hapura. for instance, and Kowloon
Hindu. Jewish, Negroid men in vast and Seuchuen in China. But I guess
Solution to Previous Puzzle
variety of clothing; and women, that danger is over now.
OPENED NEW ROAD
shrouded, shy, hiding their faces or
Tomorrow we land in Egypt, We
Great
International
Highway
It walking along boldly because they are having tour days in Cairo, We
Christened by Chrysler With Red wore a red, blue or black piece of could have a day at Luxor at our own
cloth over the whole face. This gave expense, but I don't know what we'li
Head Motor.
la,
a ghastly impression—as of the pos- do yet.
According to advlres received hy
Reorge il. Simmons the honor of of
! Col Fred Lindsay as Leonard Wood
ficially opening tile new international
' and Fred Kohler.—adv.
motor route from Asheville, N. C. to
Quebec fell to a Chrysler “70"
EMPIRE THEATRE
| roadster which was driven by Its
Al. Wilson in “Three Miles L'p" and
j owner. R. P. Harris, state automobile
tihe last chapter of “Return of tha
. inspector of North Carolina, over this
STRAND THEATRE
Riddle Rider” witli William Desmond
latest addition to America's scenic
Manager Dondis has secured Rock are the atractions for today.
highways two weeks before the spec
tacular tour which has just been land's favorite comedian. Billy Hall.
Billie Dove, one ot the screen'*,
big Musical Comedy Com- m -st beautiful actresses, will make
completed by a giant motorcade of and his
100 cars over the route. Accom pany as a special attraction at Strand her bow on a local screen as First
....
for next week with ladies' National's newest star in
“The
panled by Mrs. Harris and a me Theatre
chanician, and bearing letters ot matinee
daily and entire change of Stolen Bride," which comes tor Mon
day and Tuesday. It is a romantic
greeting to Canadian officials from shows on Wednesday and Friday.
Billy Hall brings to Rockland his story of Central Europe, written and
the governors of North Carolina, Vlr
I ginia and Pennsylvania, and other musical revue, snapshots of 1927." produced by Carey Wilson and dii fluentiai citizens ot the United This seasons show consists ot mui- rected by Alexander Korda. Lloyd
States, Harris covered the 1509 miles cal numbers, comedy, real vatide- Hughes plavs the lead opposite Billie
Proper Kidney Action Is More Than
between Asheville and Quebec in 41 ville specialties, special scenery, ele- Dove, with L1iyan Tashman. Armand
Ever Important.
hours and 25 minutes. At the end of gant costumes. New shows will be Kaliz, Cleve Moore, Frank Beall. Yolu
the drive he was welcomed at the given The feature part of the pro- d'Avril and others In support.—adv.
S we grow older, there is
Chateau
Frontenac, in Quebec, by giam is young ladies of the chorus
t apt to be a gradual slow
girls who sing and dance, the Maple
ing up of bodily functions. The representatives of tiie provincial
WALDOBORO
government, who assembled to greet wood Sextef and many novelties, as
kidneys are the blood filters.
E J. Tucker of Boston has been
well as pictures every show. Three
him
and
to
extend
official
recognition
If their action becomes slug
of the openi' g of the new connecting shows in one. really. Give Billy a at Capt. M F. Wade's.
gish they do not thoroughly
Mr. and Mrs. Russell S. Cooney
link between two neighboring na big reception. He deserves it as he
cleanse the blood of poisonous
always brings good shows to Rock- (anJ family, who have spent the sumtions.
wastes. This tends to make one
mer at their new home here, have
Detailed reports of the pioneer trip land.
tired and achy, with often
Today's feature pictures' are "The returned to Brooklyn, IN. Y.
received hy the Chrysler Corporation
nagging backache, drowsy
show that Harris and his party were Heart of the Yukon." with John j Mrs- Ella L White is spending
headaches and dizziness. A
obliged to overcome a series of han Bowers and Anne Cornwall; and tw., weeks in Boston.
common symptom of imperfect
Th,‘ train schedule going into efdicaps throughout the entire run. In Helen Holmes in 'Webs of Steel”—a
kidney action is scanty or burn
Ifett SeP‘- -5 follows: West bound. 8
the first 500 miles out of Asheville gigantle railroad drama.
ing excretions. Elderly people
A James Oliver Curwood story :a ln I 230 !’• ml ®- ’- P- m- East
recommend Doan’s Pills. This
they were forced to tight their way
tested diuretic is endorsed the
through dense fogs and severe head- forms the plot of the Monday and bound, 10.IS a. tn.; 3.03 p. in : 7.33 p
country over. Ask your neiih on rains. During fully 1200 miles ot Tuesday feature, which is entitled m. The West bound Sunday train
bor!
the drive heavy grades of the Appa Tentacles of the North. The story is le.'ves Waldotioro at 7.46 a. in. and
lachian mountain range, while pre a dramatic narrative of a whaler, the East bound train at 10.07 a. m.
The Parent-Teachers Association
senting a wonderful panorama of frozen in during the long night. The
scenic beauties for tourists, were men go “Arctic-mad" and Iher^ is a .listened to a fine address hy Dr. G.
found to lie anything hut favorable lovely woman who Is likewise over II. Coombs of the State Board of
Health Wednesday evening at their
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneye
to efforts to establish new time rec come by the brooding mystery of the
regular bi-monthiy meeting. Tues
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfg.Chem..Buffalo,N.Y.
ords. ln spite of all handicaps and northern lights and the silent gloom
day. Oct. 4 the Association will fur
stops necessitated by the desire of of the waste. A strong, plot, an ex
nish dinner for the Llncoln-Sagadacommunities along the route to ex cellent cast and first rate direction by
I hoc Teachers’ Association. Dinner
press their pleasure over the opening Louis Chaudet, combine to make this
jl’j’j wi.i lie served also hy the Baptist
of the new highway, the Harris party one of the very best pictures
.Society while the meetings will bt
made a remarkable average which have come to town this season. In
the cast are Gaston Glass in the lead, i he'f'. in
lurches.
Chrysler
officials
explain
was
due
in
IN WARREN
Miss Evelyn Hatch of Montville is
Alice Calhoun opposite and in sup
considerable
measuie
to
the
fact
that
Eight Room House, all latest im
visiting at the home of her brother,
the Harris roadster was equipped port, Joseph Girard, Al Roscoe, T. Arthur Hatch.
provements — Furnace, Lights,
Kohai, Frank Baker and Al. Ferguwith
the
Chrysler
Red
Head
high
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
Herbert Knight of Attleboro, Mass,
dvand Abner Knight of Campello. Mas*,
Village Three minutes' walk from I compression engine, which has re- “on
| cently been put into production by
have been guests of Mrs. Ella
the Bridge. Priced at $2500.
the Chrysler Corporation and has
a « • •
Achorn.
PARK THEATRE
been
rolling
up
a
large
number
of
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke and Miss
AT THE HIGHLANDS
impressive performance records since z, Theodore Roosevelt was particular Grace Yorke were recent visitors
Seven Room House, Barn and Six
about who went to war with him.
its introduction.—advin Washington.
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
H© organized the only “exclusive
Mrs. Joseph Jones has returned
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
regiment” in history’ when he as from Exeter. X. H.
PRICED AT $1850.00
sembled the Rough Riders for the
• • * •
Mrs. Cora E. Buckley of Beverly,
«ighf with Spain. Thousands applied Mass., is visiting her relatives and
House at Owl’s Head, shore front,
for
enlistment
in
the
outfit
and
thouLavoptik Refreshes Them
friend, Mrs. Ezra Wellman.
two acres of land. Must be sold
The Star Club met with Mrs. Irv
"After working all day at the office who had been in jail, gamblers,
at once.
tiers, excellent reputations, we.sPh ing P. Bailey Wednesday afternoon.
my eyes get tired and ache. After
Mr. and Mrs. Xeil Rackliffe and
EASY TEKMS
using LAVOl’TIK I can now read at and breeding didn’t mean a thing.
night or go to movies.”—H. Buesch. What Roosevelt wanted was the fin- son. Hartley, of Quincy, Mass., have
LAVOPTIK makes tired and weak esit aggregation of mounted fighting j)een gUesls ()f yi,. an(j yjrs Osborn
V. F. STUDLEY CO.
ne could get and he chose his • ^Velt.
eyes feel strong and fresh. Helps eye men
men for stoutness of heart, sharpness | Mrs Fred TeeIe of Loufiville has
ROCKLAND, ME.
pains and inflammation surprisingly
guest of her daughter, Mrs,
quick. C. H. Moor & Co.. Druggists, of eye and mind and the ability toI been
sit a bad horse. So the exclusive I Claude pitch.
322 Main street.
regiment included in its ranks men! Mrs. Ada Wellman has been the
who had been in jail, gamblers, ■ guest of Mrs. Elmer Eugley a few
rough mining men, broncho-busters. q,vs
two-gun men from the West and lone i g r, Brown has recently pur.
scouts who had terrorized ithe border , chased the house owned by Dr. Allen
Plumbing and Heating
But there were also fearless fighting on Depot street.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
men in the East, who could ride graA large delegation from here atTelephone 986-W
ciously in a carriage or sit a vicious tended ihe Union Fair.
142-every Sat-tf
pony. There were college athletes J____________________________________
who had learned to take punishment
on the football field and others who
To Eliminate Your
were gentlemen and soldiers.
Ail
H. M. de ROCHEMONT these types are seen in Paramount's
RHEUMATISM
picturization of "The Rough Riders."
Buxion't Rheumatic Speeiflo. Try
PLUMBING, HEATING which comes for Monday. Tuesday Tak,
Three Crow Brand of Baking Soda
it. You will not regret it. For sale at
and Wednesday, with a cast Including
all loading Drug Stores. Lot us send
is Bicarbonate of Soda and th*
106 Pleasant Street,
Roekland
Mary
Astor,
Charles
Farrell,
Charles
yuu a booklet. The Buxton Rheumatie
Beit.
Medicine Co.. Abbot Village, Maine
Telephone 244-W
Emmett Mack. Noah Beery, George

M0V1EJ

As We Grow
Older

A

DOAN’S

FOR SALE

EYES TOO TIRED?

L. W. McCartney

I

Bancrolt, Frank Hopper as Roosevelt,

10-8-tf

Fall Excursions
to BOSTON

To all persons interested ln either of the
estates herelnafer named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, ln
and fur ithe County of Knox, on the 20th
day of September in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven
and by adjournnkent from day to day from
the ?Oth day of said iSeptember. The fol
lowing mitten having been presented for
ROUND TRIP FARES
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated
FROM
FROM
It is hereby Ordered:
$9.23 Bar Harbor $11.65
That notice thereof be given to all per Bangor,
sons Interested, by causing a copy of this Bucksport,
8.85 Seal Harbor 11.35
order to be published three weeks suc Belfast,
8.53 No’east Hbr. 11.25
cessively ln The Courier-Gazette a news
8.05 So'west Hbr. 11.10
paper published at Kockland in said County, Camden,
that they may appear at a .Probate Court Rockland.
7.85 Blue Hill
11.10
to be held at said Rockland on the 18th day
of October A. D. 1927 at nine o’clock In the Correspondingly low fares from other
furenoon, and be heard thereoa if they sue
landings.
cause:
CHARLES 8 KOTHBME late of Vinal Going Dates, leaving any date from
haven, deceased. Will and Petition for (Pro
Oet. 1st to Oet. 15th, inclusive.
bate thereof asking that Letters Testamentary
be Issued to Annie R. Kittredge of Vinal Ret urn limit 15 days including date
haven. she being the Executrix named there
of sale.
in without bond.
JAMES HKXRY STOVER late of Rock- Comfortable staterooms suitable for
'and. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
two persons, each way, $2.50 and
bate thereof asking that Letters Testamentary
up.
be Issued to Ella (Medora Stover of Rock'and,
she being the Executrix named .herein with
For
tickets and reservations apply
out bond.
nearest agent
WILLIAM S. BARRETT late of Rockport,
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
Issued to Charlotte C. Dillingham of Rockpo t. she being the Executrix named therein
without bond.
STEAMSHIP LINE*
ELIZABETH MILLER late of Union, deeased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking tliat Letters Testamentary be Issued
to Walter E. Spring of Union, he being tlte
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Executor named therein without bond.
Eastern Standard Time
AlNNIE E. ROBVXBOX late of Cushing, de
only “Bayer” package
Trains Leave Rockland por
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof Augusta, A{7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m., tL45 p. m.,
which contains proven directions.
a:iking that Letters Testamentary be issued |6.15 p. iu.
to Cora A. Jones, of -South Warren, site being Bangor, A57.10 a. ni., |7.15 a. m., fl-45 P- ra-»
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
he Executrix named therein without bond.
|6.15 p. m.
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists
HINKV A HTZGERALD late of Great Boston, Aj7.1O a. ni., |7.15 a. m., fl.45 p. m.,
Neck, N. Y.. deceased, authenticated copy of f0.15 p. m.
Asiiirlu is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of hlonoact-ticacidester of Salicyllcacld
the Will and Petition for Probate thereof, Brunswick, A{7.10 a. in., f7.15 a. m., fl.45 p. m.,
together with a Petition for Probate of For fd. 15 p. in.
eign Will asking that the copy of said will IzCwiston, A§7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m., fl.45 p. m.
may be allowed, filed, and recorded ln the New York, fl.45 p. iu.
Probate Court of Knox County and that/Let Portland, A§7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m , fl.45 p. m ,
ters Testamentary be issued to Maurice fG.15 p. in.
Fieux of New York City, be being the Ex Waterville, A§7.10 a. in., f7.15 a. ni., fl.45 p. m ,
|6.15 p. m.
ecutor named therein without bond.
Woolwich, §7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m., fl.45 p. m.,
ESTATE OF 8AXB0HX H. PAYSON late fG.15 p. iu.
of Hope, deceased, Petition for Administra f Daily, except Sunday,
$ Sunday only.
tion asking that (ieorge F. Taylor of Bel A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool' nn.l Red,
fast or some other suitable person be ap
pointed Admr. with bond.
ESTATE OF AIACE W. WARDWELL late
ARE YOU A CLARION USER?
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adminstraiion asking that Alice W’. lOvrl of
Rockland or some other suitable person be
The experience and study of nearly
appointed Admx. without bund.
FALL ARRANGEMENT
ESTATE OF MARIAN L. DAVIS. HELEN
Century in the production and sale
LN EFFBQT OCT. 1, 1827
C DAVIS AND SIDNEY H DAVIS, Jr , of
of stoves and furnaces must be of
St. George, Petition for License to sell Real
VINALHAVEN LINE
Estate filed by Sidney H. Da via of St.
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
great value to you.
George. Guardian, asking that he may be riving at Rock'and at 41.20 A. M.. returning
licensed to sell certain real estate at private leaves Rockland at 2 P. M., due to arrive at
We know that our products will
sale belonging to said minora situated In St. Vinalhaven about 3.20.
live up to your requirements in every
(Teorge and described iu said petition.
P. M.; NUlne Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
ESTATE OF ROElNA E. BROWN AND STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
respect, no matter how exacting these
HAROLD K. BROWN of Appleton. Petition
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
may be.
for License to sell Real Etetate filed by Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6 30,
Minnie P. Brown of Appleton, Guardian, North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
asking that she may be licensed to sell at 3.50 A. M.
private sale certain real estate belonging to
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
said minors situated In Appleton and de North Haven at 2.30, Stonington al 3 40 ; dua
scribed in said petition.
to arrive at Swan a Island about 5 00 P. M.
B H. STLNSON. (General Agent
ESTATE OF DODOTJH’ E. HALLEN of
Bangor, Maine
Established 1839
Vinalhaven, Petition for License to sell Real
Estate filed by Adol/ph B. Anderson of Vinal
A. T. NORWOOD. Warr*n haven. Guardian, asking that he may be
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
.ieensed to sell at private sale certain real
estate belonging to said minor situated ln
Vinalhaven and described In said petition.
LARGER
SCHOOL
GROUNDS
VINALHAVEN
ESTATE OF VERNA E. HAOTLNOR,
FREDERICK 8. HASTINGS AND MARTHA
Mrs. Joseph Headley left Wednes
Five acres or more of land for ele HA8TIXG8 of Hope, Petition for License to
day for her home in Boston. She has mentary schools and 10 acres or more sell Real Estate filed by Blanche M. Hast
been the guest of her parents, Mr. fur high schools, junior or senior, ings of Wipe. Guardian, asking that she
may be licensed to sell at private sale cer
and Mrs. J. S. Black, the past few
have been acquired by several large tain real estat« belonging to said minora
weeks.
cities in California, Georgia, Indiana; situated ln Hope and described lu said pe
I. W. Sanborn. I. W. Fifleld. W. Y. Michigan. Minnesota, Ohio, North tition.
Fossett, G. C. Peasley and Lyford Carolina Pennsylvania, Texas, and
ESTATE OF FRANCIS D. NLADD0CK8 lata
Ross have returned from Union, Wisconsin, as announced by the Na of Owl’s Head, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that T. Perry Maddocks
where they attended the fair.
tional Conference on City Planning of Waterville or some other suitable person
Mrs. Llewelyn Thomas enter through the Playground and Recre l>e appointed Admr. without bond.
tained the members of the Washing ation Association of America. Sixty
ESTATE OF LEX VILLE HART late of
ton Club and other guests Thursday cities report a definite |iolicy of pro Appleton. Petition for License to sell Real
Eetate filed by Walter D. Ludwlck of Liberty,
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
evening at her home, in honor of Mrs. viding five or more acres for ele Admr.,
asking that he may be Hcensed to
Eva Smith and Mrs. Louise Cooper mentary schools and of lu or more sell at public or private sale certain real
80-tf
estate belonging to said dHeaged iHuated
who left Friday for Boston.
acres for high schools. Small cities, In Appleton and described ln said petition.
Mrs. George Creed and daughter where unimproved ground is avail
ESTATE OF EWALD 8UHM1TZ, late of
Bernice Vinal left Friday for Boston aide nt reasonable prices, make a bet Rockport,
deceased, petition for distribution
having spent the summer at their ter showing, and 50 cities of 15,000 to filed hy Milton M. Griffin. Admr c. t. a.
home on High street.
ESTATE OF FREDONU E. COOPER late
125.000 population report the aequl
Vinalhaven. Petition to Determine InMrs Emil Coombs was hostess to sition ol five acres or more for school
berltance
Tax filed by .Minnie D. Coombs
the Needlecraft Club at her home sites since 1915. Cost of land for Bxx.
Tuesday evening.
schools in small cities ranged from
Accounts filed for allowance In die fol
The housekeepers at Union Church $500 to $8,000, and In some instances lowing estates:
Circle Thursday were: Mary Noyes, to as high as $18,000 per acre. In
PARK 8TREET, ROCKLAND
FRANKLIN 8. THORNDIKE, flrst and final,
Mrs. Reuben Carver, Mrs E. G. Chicago as much as $30,000 per acre filed by J. Augusta Thorndike Eix.
Carver and Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas.
EDMUND J. STARRETT. flrat and final,
was paid.—'School Life.
filed by Nellie H. Starrett Admx.
Capt. Frank Rossiter has returned
EWALI) S4'HLMITZ. second and final filed
from New York where he has been
by Milton M. Griffin, Admr. c. t. a.
employed during the summer.
ARTEMI’S YOUNG, flrat and final, filed
Mrs. George Webster left Friday
by Lena M. Tomlnskt Exx.
for Meriden, Conn.
ESTATE OF JOSHI‘H HARRLNGTON late
Mrs. Roger Clark and daughter
of Rockland, Petition for Distribution filed
by Alan L. Bird Adinr.
Hope who were guests of Postmaster
Witness. EDWARD K. GOULD, Esquire.
and Mrs. F. L. Roberts. left SaturdayJudge of Probate Court for Knox County
fortheir home in EllsworthRockland, Maine.
Attest
Clinton Smith who has been guest of
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
his aunt. Mrs. Irving Fifleld, left Fri Now in Good Health by Using
BATTERY CABLES

Special Reduced Rates

SAY “BAYER
ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
*

Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for
Colds
Pain

Headache
Neuralgia

Neuritis
Toothache

Lumbago
Rheumatism

EASTERN

Clarion Products Are
Quality Products

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

a

WOOD &. BISHOP CO.

DON’T ASK US

ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE

Doughnuts Are Best
• • ••
TRAINER’S

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

MRS. BASSETT
ALWAYSJNRED

day for his home in Augusta.
I
O. P Lyons the jeweler, is back at
hi sold stand, doing business and
enjoying his newly remodeled store.
Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Carver, who
have spent the summer at the Carver
boraesteal, left Saturday for their
home in Pratt. Kansas. Enroute they
will spend a week in Boston.
Mrs. 'Hoffman of New York and
Mrs. Ivanson of Philadelphia, have
been recent guests at Mrs. Elizabeth
Urquharts.
Thursday evening at her hQtne
a party was given Mrs. Carrie
Hamilton by Mrs. S. E. Smith, Mbs.
Basil Webster and Mrs. Maurice
Brown. The occasion was in honor
of her birthday and a musical was
in order.
Luncheon was served,
which included a large birthday cake
artistically decorated.
Mrs. Hamil
ton was generously remembered with
gifts.
Mrs. H. T- Arey lias returned from
New Haven, Conn., where she was
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Frank
Bradley.
S. B. Hopkins, principal of Vinal
haven High School was elected vice
president of Knox County Teachers'
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Kelley of
Pelham, N. H-, are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Roberts.
Rev. A. G. Henderson has tendered
his resignation as pastor of Union
Church and accepted a call to the
Baptist Church at Farmington.
Steamer Vinalhaven changes time
today, leaving Vinalhaven at 8 a. m
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2 p. m

USED TO “BLOWS”
Dynamite Failed To Conquer Bath
Built Ship—Flamea To Be Tried.
Ship carpenters of Bath in 1869
combined their skill and brawn in
fashioning the hull of the old square
rigger St. Nicholas so well that
charges of 60 and even 70 sticks of
powder recently failed to demolish
the product of their labors.
Staunch plankings, though having
weathered nearly 60 years of gales
suffered little when the blasts were
ignited.
The old sailing vessel relic of days
when canvas on towering spars con
quered the seas is to be sacrificed in
the stride of modern transportation.
Flames qjill devour the sea weathered
hulj Saturday to permit salvage of
copper fittings.
A snuff company has been ordered
to stop price fixing.
Now let’s go
after the hitching-poat trusts.—

Greenville Piedmont.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound
Lansing. Mich.—“I have taken
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound whenever
I needed it. When
I first used it I
was so bad I
could hardly
walk across the
room without
crying. I was
tired all the time.
I think my trou
ble was coming
on me for six
months before I
realized it. 2
read of your wonderful medicine In
the paper, and my husband bought
me a bottle, and after the first
few doses I felt better, so kept
on taking it until I was well and
strong. I take it at times when I
feel tired and it helps me. I will
always have a good word for your
medicine and tell anyone what good
it has done me. I recommended it
to my neighbor for her girl, who is
sixteen years old. and it was just
what she needed. She is feeling fine
now, and goes to school every day.”
—Mrs. E. F. Bassett, 216 South
Hayford Avenue. Lansing.Michigan.
Do not continue to feel all run
down and half sick when Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is
sold by druggists everywhere.
AUCTION SALE
I shall «ell at public sale on Thursday,
October 20. 1927, at 10 o'c.ock ln the fore
noon, at the house on the premises of the
late h wnestead of William H. McLain ln
Appleton Maine. the following described real
esta'e. to wit:
One undivided half of a certain lot or par
cel of land situated In said Appleton and
bounded as follows, to wit:
Begipnlng. at a stake and stones on the
north .side of the county road at land for
merly of W. H. Mcsevey; thence north
westerly by tne uld Meservey line to land
formerly of C .A. Meservey; thence X. 33
deg W. by said
A. Meservey line to Dead
River; thence up said river to land of M
E. Ha'-riman : thence 8. 8$ deg. E. by M. E
Harriman's line about forty (40) rods to a
fee marked as a corner; thence at right
ang'e with the last mentioned line to the line
between ranges eighteen and nineteen; thence
southeasterly by said range line to the road
before mentioned; thence easterly by said
road to the place of beginning.
Also one undivided half of a certain other
piece of land situated in Appleton aforesaid,
it being a part of lot 3 range 18 and bound
ed as follows, to wit :
Northeasterly by the line between ranges
18 and 19; northwesterly by land formerly
of Weymouth and Moody; southwesterly by
a line starting on the County Road 4(1 rods
by said road from the range line N. 2(H4 deg.
W. to a stake and stones In the line of said
Weymouth and Moody land and southeasterly
by the county road.
GEORGE W. McLAEX,
Administrator of the estate uf William H.

McLalu.

112 8-118

C

WillSta

3

13 PLATE BATTERY

$12.00

Notices of Appointment
1, Charles
Veazie. Register of Probate
for the County of Kno«, tn Jhe state of
Maine, hereby certify that In the following
e.nate» tlw peraons were appointed adminis
trators or executors on the dates hereinafter
Indicated:
JAMJ23 0. BROWN late of North Haven,
deceased. September 8, 1927. Toy W Brown
of North Haven waa appointed Admr. and
qualified by tiling bond on the same date.
LKVI 8 JONRS late of Thomaston, dereused September 1, 1927, Ellen «. Jones
or rhomaston was appointed Adinx and
qualified by filing bond on September 3. 19ci7.
LILLa B. GRAY late of Rockport, deceased
August 19. 1927, .Marlon V. Cray of Camden
was apiwinted Admr. and qualified by filing
bond on the third day of September, 1927.
DAN EEL iM. BERRY late of Roekland de
ceased. September 12. 1927, Lafayette W
Benner of Rockland waa appointed Admr:
l'r'1'
filing bond September 15,

RADIO SUPPLIES

ALFRED P. CONDON
885 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 966
.
113-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thi* firm haa
faithfully eerved th* fami
ne* of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night. 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

ELIZABETH M. HTURGIS late of New
lork City, deceased, September 20, 1937, Bus
sell Hiurgla of Brooklyn. N. Y. and Arthur
Sturgi.1 of Gtaevy Chase, Md. were appointed
ROCKLAND, ME.
Executors without bond. Alan L. Bird of
Rockiand. Agent ln Maine.
HELEN G. BOWES late of Union, deceased,
Reptenibcr 20, 1D27, Herbert M. Bowes of
lnlon was appointed Exr. without bond.
EMIL NlFDtl late of Friendship, deceased,
September 20. 1|#7, Hina Nleinl of Friend
(Lucceesor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
ship. was appointed Exx. without bond.
Osteopathic Physician
JOSEPH D. THURSTON late of Union, de
ceased, Septenlber 20. 1927. Florence E.
By Appointment Only Tel. 138
Thurston of 'Union was appointed Exx. with
35 Limerock Street
Roekland
out bond.
Graduate of American 8ehool of
OSCAR H. TRIPP late of Rockland, de
ceased. Septenfber 20. 1027, Ensign Otis of
Oateopathy
Rockiand waa appointed Exr. without bond.
MAR\ D. WARDWELL late of Rockland,
deceased, September 20, 1927, John J. Wardwell of Rockland, was appointed Exr. with
out bond.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to • P. M.
LOi'WB M. 1THAIM lata of Rockport, de
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
ceased, Beptenuber 20. 1927, Hanson T.
Crockett of North Haven was appointed Exr
Appointment. Telephone 184
without <bond.
, ,Ay,mTA C EMBRY OTHERWISE CARO
THOMASTON, ME.
LINE A. E1M1ERY late of Rockland, deceased
September 20, 1927, Joeepli Emery of Cam
den, and Ciiarlea A. Emery of Rockland we.-e
appointed Admrs. without bond.
ALMN E. STUDLEY late of Warren, de
ceased, September 20, 1927, Wendell A
Studley of Warren was appointed Admr. Announces opening of office, In Odd
without bond.
Attest:— /
1
Pel low* Block, Opp. Poatoffieo.'
118S124
<5HARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Tel. 470
*
Room S-8-7

BURPEE’S

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney

M.tf

SIMON K. HART
Cor. Brick and Pleaeant Sta.
i i Manufacturer ef i i

Cemetery Work
i i And Dealer In i i

Native & Scotch Granite

Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone SU-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 823
38 Summer Street
Rockiand
B-

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main Street
Roekland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339- M
CS?« Hours: * to 13—1 to
Evenings by Appointment
.

I

Every-OtEer-Day
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THE

SILENT GLOW

PLANT

Rockland Firm Has Fine Establishment and Renders Good
Service—Now Is the Time To Order Your Fuel.

Furnace and Range

at

UNION FAIR
Tha famous Silent Glow Prin
ciple which has worked to splen

didly in hundreds of Rockland
Ranges applies to Furnace. See
it at the Fair.

Silent Glow for Furnace.
Silent Glow for Ranges
Hot Water Heaters, Circulators and the new Cottage Kitchen Silent
Glow—a wonder for the apartment.
ON THE MIDWAY—GIVE US A CALL

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Rockland, Me.

Tel .127

RUGS AND CARPETS

Clean Up and Paint Up

SHAMPOOED
Send Ue One For Trial
Let Us Show You What Fine
Results We Can Attain

We have the Highest Quality of
PAINT AND VARNISH
For Every Purpose

PEOPLES LAUNDRY

672 Main St.
Rockland
Phones 583-W—223-J

Lymebumer & Annis

Phone 170

DAVID L. McCARTY
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIE8, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ AND
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1048-M

606 MAIN STREET

It ie not the Original
coat, but the up-keep
that sells RUDY Fur
naces. Call us or come
in and ask us about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
home.

SIMON K. HART

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
ROCKLAND, ME.

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for “BESTWALL” (The Beet Plasterboard Made)
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES

W. J. ROBERTSON
TELEPHONE 124-3

MODERN

............... .. ................

(or

Limerock Street

PERRY’S

THOMASTON, ME.

’

company does not plan to make a
HOW IT IS DONE
profit on the actual storage, but
through rhe lean winter months The Story of Rockland Awn
the loft foreman goes over all the

"lak“ ,al1 necessarY rc'

ing Co., Inc., System of

5 Cents—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents
A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

TELEPHONE 359

L LESLIE CROSS

’

563 Main Straat

Rockland

Tai. 333
FORD SALES AND SERVICE

Mr. and Mrs. Sam C. Wentworth
Massachusetts are visiting In

rwn.
Robert Gushee has bought a new
laytag washing machine.
Tuberculin tests have been given
te herds in this town by tiie State
(St ers.
Mre. Adella Gushee has been havig repairs made on her house. The
irpenters were W. G. Wood and Daid Esancy.
Charles Salo has a fine new henouse and 300 Plymouth Rock pul(ts housed that are laying. He has
dd about 350 male birds.
Fine September weather,
but
'uesday was a bit cool, coming as
sudden change from the warm days
receding.
E. G. Simmons of Oakland has
een a guest at the George Ames

•'You are not going to have di
vision in this country between those
who have and those who have not,"
said Lloyd George, who appears to
be launching a campaign for Presi
dent of Utopia.—New York World.

LOTS OF COMFORT FOR 25 CENTS
That’* All That I* Aakad For

Ballard’s

Headache

Tablets

A mild, abaelutaly non-narcotic eedative bringing quick relief
from all pain*, especially headaches, nervousness, sciatic and
rheumatic. Worth a trial. Sold everywhere.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING

MANUFACTURER

Order* for
SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,
PROMPTLY FILLED

We Carry a Full Lin* of

savings a/c
wedding gift
of permanent
value?
Security Trust Co.

AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND
YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED

OUTFITS & MARKET BASKETS

Camden, Me.

Rockport Branch

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY B0LTLES8 SPRING—GUARANTEED
GENERAL REPAIR WORK

148 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TAKE’EM DOWN

We Take Them Down,
Store Them, Insure Them,
and Hang Them Again
In the Spring

Knox County
Motor Sales Co.

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING

home. He cante to attend Union fair
as is his custom.
Mark Ames has returned to New
. ton Theological Institution for his
I final year.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennett of
i Camden have been recent guests of
Mrs. Bennett's mother, Mrs. Adella
i Gushee.
An airplane was circling nround
ou,- vlcdnity Monday afternoon. We
Opine It was bound for Union fair.
Rev. E. S. Ufford was a recent vis
itor In town.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames were re
cent guests of hig brother Joseph
Ames.

ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

AWNINGS

ACCESSORIES

THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

EAST APPLETON

MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES

It will soon be time to take
down your

W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindeey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

Test the Three Branches of Our Business

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS

offender escape once they get on his
trail, and have finally rounded up a
motorist who has been using his
1908 license plates for the past
twenty-one years.—Columbus Dispatch.

PROMPT AND RIGHT

Rockland

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH. Manager

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
ROCKLAND, ME.

th* word implia*

306 Main Street

Terms, Cash or Trade

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

SERVICE
Rockland
Marble & Granite Works

FORD COUPE .................................
$350.00
FORD COUPE ............................................ 100.00
FORD COUPE ........................................... 200.00
FORD ROADSTER .................................... 125.00
BUICK TOURING ................................... 150.00
DORT TOURING ......................................
50.00
STAR TOURING ...................................... 225.00
FORD TON TRUCK ................................. 300.00
OVERLAND TOURING ......................... 250.00
BUICK TOURING .................................... 200.00
DODGE COUPE ........................................ 300.00
OVERLAND TOURING ........................... 100.00
DODGE TOURING ................................... 250.00
OVERLAND TOURING .......................... 100.00

THE POPULAR KOLSTER

Th* kind that main* more than

NEWBERTS

1926
1922
1923
1924
1920
1920
1924
1925
1924
1922
1923
1921
1923
1921

Complete Service.
pairs and builds new awnings
...................................
where necessary. The average
Complete awning service is ren
All the other appurtenances of awn’nf? 's lf) Jeet '0,1S and the
A visit to the Northend coal
dered in this city by the Rockland
the comI>®te year
plant of M. B. & C. O. Perry a modern coal plant are here too a'era8e cost
Awning Co., Inc., and the word
h’nk it
would be well worth while for with a large, warm stable and a roun' *ery,ce 1S
complete
means exactly that.
any citizen. Mr. Citizen would convenient garage. The main of over. It is much cheaper than it The company builds awnings of
can
be
done
by
private
individfind that the Perrys have fice is located on Main street
all types and 9tyles from two foot
equipped their plant with every overlooking the yard and connect- vals and the awnings receive window awnings to 70 foot rolmuch
better
care.
modern appliance for the eco- ed to all parts of it by telephone,
Drop a card, see or phone John ers or hydraulics if desired. It
nomical yet efficient handling of Here the orders are received and
(
|
ie
M.
Richardson, manager of the installs the awnings, services
coal. He would find that the wa- the weighing done with all
company
today and arrange to them in case of accident, fire or
ter front property used is very necessary bookkeeping. The large
proper windstonns, takes them down
extensive, its Main street limits platform scales in front are very have your awnings
. - given
and stores them, insured, through
being from a point nearly down convenient and many persons and S:,re- - 1
111 ^le ^Hgthened
the winter in a clean, dry place.
to Talbot avenue northward to business houses avail themselves 1 e 01 1 ie ,nsta*lation.
. The taking down, storage and
Rankin street embracing the of them. The company maintains
rehanging of awnings is done by
SWAN’S ISLAND
wharf and storage areas occupied motor truck and horse truck dethe company at a low price, the
bv the old firms of Farrand & livery service at all times and has
Wednesday the Methodist choir idea being to do the work at such
Spear, Joseph Abbott and a large established a fine record for effi- tendered their organist Mrs. Ger- a reasonable figure that the own
section below the Abbott line, ciency, even through the great land Newman, a surprise party and er finds it actually cheaper to let
Wharves have been built out and coal strikes, carrying as their slo- piesented her a beautiful vase. The the awning people do the worry
ev.lensive fills made until the ori- gan “Business as usual.”
event took place at the home of ing and the work than to have his
giual area has been doubled.
With the coming of the crisp Mrs. Everett Gross. A delicious clerks bother with the matter and
The great coal building attracts fall days the rush of getting in surper was served, and a very pieus- have the awnings in his cellar
attention most frequently. It is the winter’s coal begins. It is the amafternoon enjoyed. Those pres- thiough the winter.
very long with immense storage wise citizen who fills his bins now ent were Mr- and Mrs. Lewis stanFor the past two years this
c; pacity and opens directly on with easy going for the trucks ley’ Ml andMr8' Frank Murphy,
Mr. nnd Mrs. Frank Bridges, Mrs. storage principle has been very
Main street in such a way that and teams. Many wait until ex- Calvin Stinson, Mrs. Calvin Stock- successfully worked out, the com
pedestrians and motorists may trenie cold weather comes and bridge. Mrs. Cleveland Trask, Mrs. pany storing over 140 awnings
see the interior. There is always then any weather conditions or James Sprague, Mrs.. Charles Rowe, last winter. When you come to
Xelson Morse. Mrs. Ferd Morse,
a group of spectators when a extreme pressure of business may Mrs.
Mrs. Lewis Butman. Mrs. Geriand think of it there is quite a bit of
barge is being unloaded at the cause irritating delays. The mor- Newman and Mr. and Mrs. Everett effort entailed in that job. Two
end of rhe dock several hundred a' is to call 487 at once, today, Gross,
men and two ladders are used.
feel away. These watchers see and have the fine grade coal now Mr- and Mr8- w J Rober,son of The screw eyes are taken out of
the dump car leave the loading on hand transfen ed to your bins. ““"X’TheV
daJ'S ‘aSt
daughter Mrs. the top; the iron arms removed;
tower, run down the trestle to general use of the service. The Cleveland Trask,
the awning furled and lashed
the shed and continue the trip to
around the frame and lowered to
the desired bin where its load is
he placed in the waiting truck.
dumped and the return made, all
Possibly weather has rusted some
this done without any men in
Lolts or parts of the mechanism,
sight. To this may be added that
necessitating extra work ; possibly
the car is loaded automatically as
a wrench or swinging frame end
the big scoops of the wharf un
may smash a window and pos
loading device lifts the coal from
sibly through carelessness a pass
the barge hold and dumps it into
erby or a workman may be ina large hopper which fills the car.
jut ed. All these things are taken
The engineer of the dock then re
into account by the store owner
leases a lever allowing the car to
and by the awning men too.
roll down to the proper spot in
The awnings are taken to the
t! e big shed, the length of cable
line new shop of the company at
being such that the car stops in
17 Willow street and there stored
the right place and dumps. Then
in a dry, clean, space through the
the engineer pulls another lever
winter. Dampness through the
and the car glides back for anothstorage season is fatal to awnings.
e- load, all this time the same en
Air circulation is essential as is
gineer is operating the hoisting
protection from direct sunlight.
gear which unloads the barge.
All these features are looked out
'I he engine house is a rather
for, also the matter of insurance.
large, raised structure on the end
All these factors coupled with the
of the dock. When the shed is
elimination of bother lead to a
filled it is sometimes necessary to
continue to pile coal along under
See this beautiful two-tone walnut console—a most
Sleeper Bros, positively guar
the trestle, so it is easily seen that
graceful addition to your furniture with
antee RL’DY Furnaces to remain
the emergency storage possibility
i permanently tight—no smoke or
GREAT KOLSTER SIX-TUBE SET
of the plant is very great.
dust can come through your
Over on the northern dock is
Single Tuning Control. Compartment for battery
registers.
another large shed used for stor
or electric supply. Indoor or Outdoor Antena.
age of the various fuels. Here
Every city has a chummy,
too is the wood yard where
homelike
eating place which it is
sihooners can discharge their car
a pleasure to patronize. Such is
Tel 661
goes directly on the docks. Here
Rockland, Maine
643 Main St.
Ncwbert’s Lunch with its whole
are the electric saws which cut
some food, home cooked.
the cordwood sticks with light
ning rapidity and stack them for
The Cleveland police never let an
delivery.

Wholesome Rod*
TMy Meals

POPULAR PRICES

HUDSON AND ESSEX SALES AND SERVICE

ST. GEORGE

Cheaper Than You Can
Do It Yourself

MILLINERY

Call or Write
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

Latest Models
578 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Magune and daughter have
closed their summer home Sunnydeil and gone to Cambridge, Mass.,
for the winter.
Cyrus Hilt. Henry Ewell. J. C.
Robinson and Ardle Thomas mot
ored to Mayfield Sunday.
St. George Grange attended church
seivices at Tenants Harbor Sunday.
•Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maker of
Midfield, Mass. . are visiting her
brother Alfred Hocking.
Mrs. J. A. Gilchrist and daughter
Marianne spent the weekend in
Thomaston guests of her brother J.
A. Williamson.
At good sized delegation from here
attended Union fair.
St. George Grange held Its annual
fair, supper and dance Sept. 21.
There was a good crowd from out of
town and everything was quickly
sold.
Much credit Is due Elsie
Thomas who had charge of the up
per hall and James Riley who had
the lower hall. Carolena Kinpey was
in charge of the supper add with
I her efficient aids handled things like
an old timer. Mrs. Maynard Kinney
and Cora Hilt each won a quilt. Al
though not so large as former fairs
ithe patrons feel well repaid with
the outcome and take this opportun
ity to thank everyone who helped
ln any way to make It a success.
About $165 was cleared. List of
prize winners will follow later.

D. L. BARRON

Right Prices

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.

working for their yearly pins should
NORTH HAVEN
be at the opening session of the
Miss Addle Carver, Mrs. Henry
school on Sunday morning.
The
Duncan and Mrs. Elsie Brown and
Lord’s Supper will be observed at
sons Philip and Ernest rowed to
the close of the morning worship.
Burnt Island Saturday afternoon.
The evening service at 7.3ft o'clock
Mrs. L. K. Blackington has been will be under the entire charge of
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. the Young Peopl’s Socily. The young
Brown for several days.
people are doing a tine work and It
A cow moose w-as seen on the is hoped a large attendance will ba
island Monday and diased into the piesent to help and encourage them.
water. When last seen it was head The annual business meeting of the
ed toward Vinalhaven.
Unity Guild will be held on Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Fran1- Waterman, aflei noon at 2 o'clock.
and Misses Leah and Edna Water
Senator Willis wants a higher pro
man started on an automobile trip
tective tariff for the onion. There's
to New Hampshire last Saturday.
All the teachers of Xorth Haven a vegetable we had counted on to
attended teachers' convention in protect itself w-rthout the aid of Con
gress in any situation.—'New York
Rockland Monday.
Miss Goldie Firth is attending th» Evening Post.
Northeast School.
Miss Addle Carver has bought
Miss Fostina Duncan's cottage at
Farm*, City Homes*
the North Shore and Miss Duncan
has bought the Deane place at the
Cottages, House and
Little Thoroughfare.
Cottage Lots, General
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Brown had as
guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Real Estate.
Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Brown
and daughter Abbie and Edgar Quinn
of Eagle.
"Life In A Desert,” will be the sub
Ject of Rev. M. G. Perry’s address at
38 Chestnut St. Rockland
the North Haven Baptist church on
Telephone 723-M
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Tha
Sunday School will meet for its reg14-B-tt
1 ular session at 9.45. All who ara

EARLE LUDWICK

12 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND

V

FRIENDSHIP

GRAHAM’S GREAT RECORD

Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles Morton of
Rockland visited relatives in town New Six Cylinder Truck Is Creating
Unprecedented Demand
recently.
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman Perry of
Graham Brothers, the truck divi
Winchendon. Mass., visited Dr. Per
ry's sister, Mrs. W. H. Hahn, Thurs sion of Dodge Brothers, Inc., broke
all previous monthly records for the
day.
Union Fair proved a big attrac j year In sales shipments o'f 154 and
tion to the townspeople Wednesday 2-ton trucks and motor coaches to
A great deal of Interest Is aroused Dodge Brothers Dealers during Au
by the appearance of several moose gust, according to an official an
uhout the village lately.
nouncement. A total of 1716 units of
Friends of Mrs. James C. Murphy these two capacities were shipped
wlil be pleased to hear that she is during tills month alone. Graham
improving after a recent surgical Brothers leading all manufacturers
operation at State Street Hospital In the 154 and 2-ton truck field. The
Pcrtland.
shipments of •% ton commercial cars
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney ara and 1-ton trucks by Graham Broth
visiting relatives in town. Mr. Whit
ney Is engaged in scallop fishing out
of New Bedford.
[ Rev. and Mrs. Lester Spencer have
relumed from the Conference at
Housevllle.
•d|JJ 1U303J B 43JJB pUB(RI fiUO-I
uo euioq .utuuins J|eqj O) poujniaj
8Avq dspo JUnt.iy sjjv pun -jk
|
puB|Si 8uoq uo euioq

ers also were high, the total of all
shipments being 4356 in August.
The increasing sales of Graham
Brothers trucks have been further
stimulated by the introduction dur
ing the past month of a complete
new line which embodies a number
of important improvements and Is
headed by a powerful and fast new
si:; cylinder 2-ton truck with fourwheel Lockheed hydraulic brakes
ami four speed transmission. Tiie
demand for the new 2-ton truck is
silting new records for the entire
industry
and
Graham
Brothers
plants In Detroit, Evansville. Ind.,
Stockton, Calif., and Toronto are
working at full capacity. Dealers’
orders are being received at the fac
tory in unprecedented volume.—adv.

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
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THOMASTON and WARREN
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing

Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
81-tf

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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WELLMAN

PLEADS

“GUILTY”

ROCKPORT

Capt. Ross Wilson of S. S. Ken
The Rev. E. J Webber of Union
tuckian sailed Thursday from New
York for 'the (Pacific Coast, following But His Companion In Lincolnville Murder Case Will Stand will conduct morning service at the
Methodist Episcopal Church. Even
a two weeks' visit at his home.
ing service is in charge of the Sun
Rev. and Mrs. fH. S. Kilborn and
Trial—Respondents of Washington.
day School for their fall Rally Serv
Mrs. Albert Hall attended the the
ices:
Promotion and graduation
meeting of the Lincoln Baptist As
exercises, papers, recitations, music,
sociation at Montville Wednesday.
In a joint return made by tihe Wal-. Unable to make insanity bin de- class songs, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames who have
do County grand jury Thursday, Per- tense, Wellman yesterday Readied
Mrs. Donald Johnson of Camden
been in New Haven, are at Herbert
ley Jones and Leland Wellman, both!Ru*lty; His counsel Frank A. Tie- was the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Newberts.
. ... , .
,,
rell of Rockland had him examined Mrs. R. H- Paul Thursday.
A. D. Davis & Son have a new of Washington, were indicted for the hy
F c Tvs0„ ot Augllst., as t0
The Girl Scouts are spending, the
sign, painted by Walter Andrews.
murder of 'Dexter B Wentworth, 67'his sanlty and he was p|.,lnollnccd
weekend at E. E. Thorndike's cottage
Mrs. J. A. Reed and two daughters years old, Spanish American War
Wellman will be held as a Lake Megunticook.
of Providence are visiting Mrs. Susie veteran, at his home at Lincolnville State's witness in the trial of Perley
Mrs. C. E. Grotton has returned
Friday, May 20.
Newbert's.
Jones. 20 who pleaded not guilty.
from Somerville, where she has been
The Thomaston-Boothbay Harbor
Wentworth, who lived alone on
It is understood that Wellman is visiting her sister, Mrs. C..F. Brown.
service by way of Monhegan has been Moody Mountain, was found clubbed ready and willing,to take the stand
Miss Mabel Amesbury of Thomas
discontinued. Considering the bad to death on the following Monday. and testify as to the crime alleged ton was calling on friends in town
weather which has prevailed on the and suspicions pointing to the two' to have taken place in the lonely Thursday.
coast for nearly the whole summer Washington men. they were (lues-I bouse on the side of Moody Mountain
The monthly Church Night was ob
the business has been very good. tinned. Jones, it Is alleged, confess- where Wentworth lived alone, the served Thursday ^at the Baptist
Phone 455-M
ing
that
lie
went
with
Wellman,
who
'
discovery
of
which
was
not
made
H. B. Shaw who has been for sev
Church.
A picnic supper was
For
did
the
actual
killing.
eral seasons commissary and mes
until three days later. 'When appre served at 6.30 with a good attendance
Later in the Knox County jail, hended Jones confessed, it is aHeg“d and business relative to .church work
senger for the people, has had the
67 Park Street
Prices
largest business of any year of serv where he .was committed a day or to going witli Wellman who he said was transacted and plans made for
two after the alleged crime for chas did the actual killing of the bid man the fall and winter.
ice.
Mrs. Albert T. Gould of Boston is ing a deer out of season. Wellman is but that he had nothing to do with
Mrs. Mark Ingraham and daugh
also alleged :to have confessed.
it other than be present and that be ter Joyce of Camden were guests of
in town for a 'few days.
Both young men. Junes, 20. and was so nauseated when the blows her mother. Mrs. S. Josephine Wall
The week evening meetings of the
Baptist Church will be held at 7 Wellman. 23. have been held in the were struck that he went out doors.
Thursday.
o'clock until further notice.
The Waldo County jail all summer.
It was Jones' confession which un
Lester Shibles of Orono lias been
While there had been trouble for doubtedly caused Wellman to make ihe guest of his parents, Mr. and
church will have a roll call during
some
time
between
Wellman
and
the
a
confession
late
the
same
night
in
Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles this week.
October.
Mrs. Wentworth of Warren will be veteran, and the motive is believed to the Rockland jail where he was vis
Much work has been done that
revenge, Wentworth was also ited after the officers had obtained "Men's Day” at the Baptist Church
the soloist at 'the Congregational
robbed, and $12. all that was found Jones' story
Wellman laughed and may be a great occasion The pastor
Church Sunday morning.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet at on him. was divided between the two sang after the arrest.
will speak at 10.30 on "A Man's
Jones on the other hand while in World." a topic of value to men. and
the Baptist vestry Monday evening. men. it is alleged. His watch, which
This being the semi-annual meeting as also taken, was later found by jail has been remorseful and appears it is hoped that all men not affiliated
to feel the enormity of the crime with with the other church will feel a
supper will be served at 6 o clock. officers.
A Few
In Belfast Municipal Court both which he is charged He will probs cordial invitation is extended.
There will be an election of officers.
ably
not
come
up
for
trial
before
the
men
pleaded
not
guilty
to
the
charge
Please bring dishes.
Experienced Operators
middle trf next week.
Eugene Cook of Friendship was in of murder.
CAMDEN
town Wednesday on business.
On Pant Work
The ladies’ circle of the G. A. R.
llr. and Mrs. Justice Lev have
ROTARY AT POLAND
“ON MY SET’
will meet with (Mrs. Ajlolu Watts
closed
their cottage at
Melvin
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
Heights and gone to Winter Park,
SNOW-HUDSON CO.
The firet new, of the St. Louis
Thomaston High and St. George
Rockland Sends a Score To Florida, where they will spend the
J. B. PEARSON CO.
cyclone
to
be
received
in
this
city
High will play football at Tenant's
winter.
came in one of the Boston
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Participate In the Annual Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus P. Brown have
Harbor Tuesday afternoon.
THOMASTON, ME.
Globe's news bulletins early
The High School Athletic Associa
116-118
returned
from
North
Deer
Isle
Conclave.
Thursday evening. Much inter
tion will have a cooked food sale at
where they spent the summer. Their
est was immediately manifested
SAY. POPTHAT5WMAT
the Pillsbury store, Saturday, Oct. 8,
cottage. Brookside, was occupied
by the relatives snd friends of
“Service Above Self;” “He profits during the season by C. E. Sherry
WHAT DOES t you OCT THE
the proceeds to pay for uniforms.
Charles W. S. Cobb and E. S.
most
who
serves
best"—were and family of Cleveland. Ohio.
TSMILEA'SE MOST OP- IN
SHIP YOUR
Sunday services at the Baptist
Healey, former Rockland citizens
mottoes fully illustrated at the 38th
MEAN?♦ ONE OP OUR
Church: 9.45 a. m. Bible School;
The Schuyler Days have closed
who reside in the Missouri me
District Rotary Conclave, held at their summer home in lower Bay
11.00, sermon topic, “The Primaries
"AV
6000
tropolis.
Poland Spring this week. The com View street and returned to New
of Jesus;" 7.00 p. m., reports of the
mittees
had
worked
bard,
the
indi

Live
and
Dressed
York.
Summer School of Methods at Ocean
Reception was strong Thurs
vidual members giving freely of their
TO
The ladies of the Baptist society
Park, by the delegates and others.
day night. The announcer at
time,
and
the
result
will
stand
as
will meet at the church parlors on
Capt. James T. Fales is at home.
WJZ was evidently stepping on
one of the finest conclaves on record, Wtdnesday.
His vessel is in Baltimore.
the gas, because the broadcasting
from first to last a success, both in
John J. Collins and family have
Chester Hunt will soon move his
from that station could be heard
the committee meeting, the social cksed Seabrook in the Belfast Road
family to Rockland, where their home
half way across the dial.
side, entertainment and recreation.
and returned to their home in Bos
will be on Pleasant street.
♦ ♦ ♦
The first two days were taken op ton.
E. K. Winchenbach and family
Other stations which came in
with conferences and meetings of
The annual meeting of. the ladies
visited Friday in South Waldoboro.
clearly that night, as shown by
Commission Merchants
groups of officials ind members ’.vhl'.e of the Congregational church will
Auto experts smile with satisfac
Mrs. George Moore has been in
my log, were WFI, WIP, WEAF,
Jhe evenings and the last day were bo held at the chapel on Wednesday,
charge of the Winchenbach dry goods
KYW, WEEI, WBZ, WNAC,
47-53
North
Market
Street
tion
over the mileage they get
set aside to recreation and fellow ship. October 5, at 2 p. m.
WGY, WMCA, WGN. WPG, and
store this week.
37-42 Merchants Row
Much was added to the general suc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Caminoni
Miss Belle Waltz of Boston was a
from one of our rebuilt cars. Buy
WTAM. It was the Chicago sta
BOSTON. MASS.
cess and pleasure by the “House of and Miss Veronica Caminoni re
visitor in 'the home of Mrs. Inez
tion WGN which gave me the
Friendship." in which a group gave turned Thursday to their home in
ONE OF THE OLDEST
one with a guarantee.
fullest report of the cyclone.
Skolfield Friday.
their entire time to the promotion of Oyster Bay. New York, after spend
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
Miss Muriel Carberry is the guest
acquaintance.
If you came as a ing the summer at their cottage in
HOUSES IN BOSTON
1925 HUDSON COACH $540.00
The static was quite pro
of Miss Ruth Blodgett.
stranger they soon located and in Marine Avenue.
PROMPT RETURNS
nounced last night, but there
Miss Alice Kanlett of Boston is the
troduced you to others, signed you up
Good Mechanically and Just
The first fall meeting of the Par
were numerous stations in evi
Weekly Market Reports
guest of Miss Margaret Jordan. Miss
for sports or for the auto trips and ent-Teachers' Association will be
dence
and
they
came
in
with
Mailed
Upon
Request
Ranlett in her girlhood was a resi
Ducoed
in every way made you at home. »
held at the Y. M. C. A. on Tuesday
fairly good volume. Once more
dent of Thomaston, being the daugh
Golf took tlie leading part among evening, Oct.'ll. at 7.30 o’clock.
I
felt
compelled
to
register
a
ter of Capt. Charles Ranlett,
all comers, and how could it be other
Mrs. D. Preston Wysong will leave
wild kick because announcement
prominent business man of the town.
wise with such a fine course'.’ on Saturday for her home in Port
SNOW-HUDSON CO.
of
the
signal
letters
is
not
made
Two vessels built by him are remem
Weather conditions were ideal for Washington, L. 1.. after spending the
more frequently. I passed up
bered by the older citizens—the
On real estate. FI rat
the game. Obstacle golf on the lawn season in town.
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
several stations last night be
er second mortfeiet.
Nautilus, which carried a company
was well patronised. There were
On Wednesday evening. Oct 5.
HARRY
BERMAN.
cause I could not seem to catch
of scientists to Baffin's Land, and the
Telephone 896
several tournaments, Individual and Canton Molineaux. Patriarchs Mili
them at a time when the name
bark Sunbeam which was launched
<23 Mala Si. Ileeni 3. Rockland. Tel. 3*9
teams. Many enjoyed bridge in the tant. I. O. O. F.. will be Inspected
of
the
station
was
being
given.
bow first with her yards crossed.
card rooms. There was something by Major Luke S. Davis of Rockland
113-Th-tf
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib
It would take less than two sec
The vessel rolled down when it left
for everyone.
Supper will be served at 6.30.
erally and cut down food bills.—adv.
onds to give the name of the
Tlie big event of the final day came
the ways so that the ends of the
Mrs. Ethel Burkett entertained the
.
112-^-121
station; why don’t the announc
with the dinner at 6.15 during which Phiiathea Class on Friday ev^iing.
yards dipped into the water. There
ers do it?
different clubs put on their stunts
Di. Harold Currier of Berlin. N. II,
are probably some living now who
with singing by the entire throng of is the guest of his parents, Mr. and
stood upon the Burgess & O'Brien
The stations which I did iden
guests. This singing was also part Mrs. Herbert W. Currier.
wharf with the correspondent and
tify last night were KYW, WEEI,
The I. L. Merrills are closing their
of the noonday lunch.
Different
saw the lively scramble of those
WJZ.
WOR,
WHT,
WJR,
members did the directing bui Father cottage this week and leaving for
A Beautiful Console, Six Tube, AU Electric
aboard the bark to get to the upper
WTAM. (which was coming in
Oullette of Caribou was in charge Bangor where they will spend a few
side of the deck. It was a S'
even better than WJZ), WBBM,
Whenever lie directed, things went weeks before going to Daytona
tional launching.
WWJ, WBZ and KDKA. These
with a spirit and dash that was in Beach. Florida, for the winter.
The ladies' circle of the Congrega
stations were logged between 10
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Justice have
spiring.
There were several fine
tional society are having a series of
and 11 p. m.
speakers. Governor Brewster wel deed "Blueberry Farm" in Melvin
diminishing parties that are proving
comed in his always pleasing manner, Heights and returned to German
a financial success.
FOUR FINE BOUTS
and then was followed by Leonard T town, Pa.
The Meetinghouse Hill Club was
The regular meeting of the Knox
Skeggs of Ohio, second vice president
reorganized Sept. 20 at the home of
Temple, Pythian Sisters, will be held
Nothing else to buy. Operates directly from your
Mrs. Leona Risteen. Owing to sick But the Only Knockout Was of Rotary International. Tlie second
nil
li 1 A1 ! niKht Frank Sibley of the Boston on Tuesday evening. Oct. 4.
ness and various other reasons the
house current; No Batteries; No Water; No Acids,
By the Rockland Lad, Al. Globe was speaker and the final Pres Mr’ and Mrs. William Stalker have
club has been at a standstill for the
ident Gray of Bates College. It returned to New York after spend
past year. It has been so greatly
No Trouble. Uses the new Radio Corporation
Wilson.
would be difficult to bring together a ing the summer at their cottage at
missed by its members that it seemed
Dillingham's Point.
better
or
more
appreciated
group
of
Alternating Current Tubes. See and hear these
expedient to start again the round of
On Saturday, Oct. 1, the Camden
Action a-plenty marked the spar
meetings that were so much enjoyed ring exhibition at The Arcade last speakers.
High School football team will play
Each
day
closed
with
dancing
in
Wonderful
Radio Receivers at—
by the ladies. Refreshments wen night, held under the auspices of the
the ballroom, nearly everybne taking the Wilton High at Wilton.
served to the 13 present, who wen Elks charity committee, with George
The funeral of Winfield, the nine
a turn about the floor. Music was
Mrs. Dora Kalloch, Mrs. Mary Clark W. Bachelder as matchmaker.
furnished hy the Rotary Band of year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mrs. Lettie Starrett, Mrs. Lucy
The curtain was raised by Kit L>Ym and the House Orchestra. Tlie Kr.ight, will he held on Saturday af
Crockett, Mrs. Dora Robbins, Mis: Mallory of Portland and Young Lynn
last night was given over to the cos ternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mabel Fernald. Miss Gladys Fernald, of Biddeford. The latter had the
Aubrey Heal has resumed his po
tume hall, in which many and varied
Mrs. Annie Watts. Mrs. Leona Ris better of this bout, and the Port were the costumes.
sition in O. R. Brown's market af
,
teen, Mrs. Katherine Risteen. Mrs. land man was on his knees when the
Rockland Rotary was represented ter a vacation of two weeks.
Gertrude Oliver and Mrs. Lilia M il- gong sounded. It was not a knock at the conclave by Mr. and Mrs. M.
Harry Hatch, who has been visit
liams. Officers were chosen for the out blow, however, which had sent E. \V«Mton, Mr and Mrs. Kelley B. Ing his sister. Mrs. E. W. Manches
ensuing year: President, Mrs. L. Ris him there.
Urie. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Levensaler, ter. left Friday for a visit with
teen; vice president, Mrs. M. Clark
The crowd cheered when Al. Wil Mr. and Mrs Charles W. Richardson, friends in Auburn. He will return
secretary, Mrs. L. Williams: treas son was introduced, because the Mrs. Alberta Rose, Mr. and Mrs. C. to his home in Salem. Mass., on Sun
urer, Mrs. L. Crockett. The club met crowd has a decided hunch that this M. Kalloch, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. day
O. R. Brown leaves Saturday for
with Mrs. Annie Watts Sept. 27, boy is a comer in pugilistic circles, Glover. M^ and Mrs. F- R. Spear, Dr.
when 12 members were present and and because there is so much about and Mrs. A. W. Foss, Mr. and Mrs. Houlton where his brother. Neanon
him. and his good habits, to admire. Homer E. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. ‘A. Brown of Stacyville, is 111 in the
enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
H’s opponent on this occasion was C McLoon and Philip Jones. Mrs- Houlton Hospital. Mr. Brown was
Julia V. Woodcock, teacher of Young Tibbetts of Biddeford, who was Robinson was one of the prize win thrown from a wagon when the
horse he was driving became fright
piano. Tel. 157-2. Thomaston— adv one of the most surprised fellows in ners at golf.
ened and he has been in a serious
118-130
the world when he caught the first
Camden Rotary was represented by
of that series of rights that the its president. E. E. Boynton and John condition for sometime, but is now
I
convalescing.
Rockland boy turned loose on him:
Taylor.
PORT CLYDE
The Baptist Calendar Club will
Dixon was floored at the end of the
Mrs. Frank Hopkins is spending first round and was out for keeps
meet in the church parlors, on Wed
the week in Augusta.
WARREN
nesday.
early in the second.
Mrs. Clara Davis and Mrs Jennie
The firemen were called out twice
Red Grange of Portland and Young
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Davis have
Hupper were in Portland recently to Brown of Biddeford met for tlie been recent guests of her parents. Mr. Thursday night. The first time for
meet their brother, Forrest Davis.
a blaze in the kitchen of John Stahl'
fourth time, and at least four of the and Mrs. Benjamin Harding.
HOOT your rifle, pistol, or revolver when and as often
Mrs. Maud Anthony and son Mer six rounds checked up for the Bid
Mrs. Amy Fuller and Mrs Ernest home in Union street and the second
as you like — you can forget about cleaning it. If the
ton Anthony went to Belfast Satur deford boy.
Both appeared very Fuller and son Samuel have joined a! George Grey's house in Rawson
barrel has been cleaned properly prior to their use, Peters
day.
tired in the last round, however.
Ernest Fuller in Lancaster, X. H., Avenue. The fire at the former place
Mrs. Ada lngerson leaves Sunday
originated around the electric wire:
Rustless ,22’s will so protect it that it will be free from rust,
Tommy Clayton of Boston alid where he is teaching.
for Attleboro, Mass., after spending Dick Lambert of Berlin. X. H., were
pitting, and corrosion as long as they are used exclusively.
The pouring of cement for the and considerable damage was done
the summer here.
the main-bout guys, and they a very foundation of the new library com to the kitchen and at the Grey house,
Miss Rosamond Wilson left Sun fast and scientific exhibition, which
the blaze was in the attic and
menced Wednesday.
It’s all because of an entirely new development in primers
day for Boston where she will spend could be classed as little else than a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis leave caused by sponteneous combustion
that prevents the rust, pitting, and corrosion you former
tlie winter.
draw.
Saturday for Boston and vicinity for Little damage resisted at the latter
Mrs. Laura Simmons is visitin
place.
The augmented Rockland Band, Un a week’s vacation.
ly had to guard against. This Peters priming protects the
Massachusetts.
Miss Mary C. Davis of Woodfords
der the leadership of Charles (Sousa >
Mrs. Henry McGraw has been the
barrel for you.
Mrs. Sidney Andrews and Theodor Ifobinson gave a fine concert before
guest for several days of her par is the gik-i of Mrs. J. C. Fish.
Davis have been to Portland to see and during the fight.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E- E. Jameson.
And loaded as only Peters can load ammunition, these
their father who is seriously ill in
Employes of the Georges River
Rustless .22’s are fast, accurate and uniform—just the
a hospital.
MADE BIG GAIN
Mill were given a holiday Wednes
Rev- and Mrs. Baker were in Port
thing for small game or target shooting.
day that they might attend the North
land Wednesday.
The tourist and resort business in Knox Fair at Union.
IRev. Sidney Packard of the Baptist the State of Maine tins year will ap
Try a box or two of them—-in shorts, longs, or long
A 100 percent optimist is a -man
Church returns this week from his proximate tllO.OOOjOOO, a gain of 35
rifles, with either Smokeless or Semi-Smokeless Powder.
vacation.
per cent over 1920, according to who believes that the thinning out
Mrs. Myrtle Wllncapaw has moved Hiram \V. Ricker of Poland Spring, of his hair is only a temporary mat
The price is the same as ordinary .22’s.
her family to Glenmere.
nationally-known hotel man. Nearly ter.—Louisville Times.
Floyd Conant will occupy the tene one-fourth of this amount, or $30,—AND—
ment vacated by Mrs. Wlincapaw.
000.000 is being distributed in the
PLAYER
PIANOS
Mrs. Jane Simmons is in Portland form of wages.
for a few days.
*
“New England’s recreational re
Now is your time to secure s
sources now constitute a major in
fine piano from cottage piano
Small weekly payments entiik dustry." says Mr. Rickej’. “and this
rentals, just used a little.
members of the Glenwood Club to should be developed to the utmost
own a new Glenwood Range.—adv.
EASY TERMS
All receipts from our summer busi
Will Thresh and Winnow
ness immediately go into circulation,
A Good Piano For $100.00
having a most salutatory effect on
Beans at 50c Bushel
our business and wealth in general.
Any Afternoon
It is virtually all new money coming
are soon “nipped in the bud" into this territory and all benefit as
PEARL ST. MUSIC HOUSE
without “doting* by use of— it goes into the channels of trade.
ARTHUR B. PACKARD
Everything possible should he done
Camden, 'Me.
further to develop our recreational
GLENCOVE, ME.
TEL. 616 J
Phone 52
ROCKLAND, ME.
resources and the entire country has
408 MAIN STREET
115S118
118-tf
its eye upon us.”
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MOODY’S GAS AND OIL STATION

WANTED AT ONCE

VEAL, PIGS
POULTRY

N. E. Hollis & Co.

LOANS

FRESHMAN RADIO

For $175.00 Complete

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

• Clean as a hound’s tooth . . .

Straight shooting as a shaft of light.

. . . That’s Peters Rustless ,22’s

S

PIANOS

BEAN
THRESHING

IABYS COLDS

AMMUNITION

Thomas, Piano Man

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

Rockland, Maine
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Stewart=Warner Radio
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SALES AND SERVICE
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The Stewart-Warner Name has always stood for
the Best—and Stands the Test
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CARROLL’S GARAGE
Tel. 151

Thomaston

115S127

In Everybody’s Column
Wanted

Agents Wanted
WANTED—Agents to sell Christmas cards:

personal
duality
Samples
wick, X.

WANTED—Good stave edger at once. 1RVing SPEAK. Warren. R. F. D. 2. Box 52.
118*120
WANTED Experienced girl for general
housewok. Apply MRS. E. C. MORAN. Jr..
25 Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
118-tf
WANTED Position as housekeeper for a
gentleman or us assistant In general house
work or lodging lu use.
Apply to ELLA
PAUL. Camden, Me. Tel. 75-2.
118*120

and box assortment. Popular priced. ,
line.
Cowl profit
Easy selling. »
free. CROTE, Box 277, New Bruns
J.
_________109 B-1I8-

Lost and Found
LOST—$10 hill and $5 biU Friday night

»

at Cray’s ato-e.
Finder leave at IRVING
GRAY’S STORE, Broad St.
UH 120
FOUND In Rockport sum of money.
Owner may have same by paying charges. F.
A. PETERSON’S STORE.
118*lt
MAN-FORD WADDOCK8.
FOUND Punt.
118*120
Owl's Head. Me.

WANTED—Full de»4 ription and photo
graphs of any boats you wish to sell—no
mater how large or how small, commercial,
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving 1
numerous Inquiries every day for such boats. I
33’hv not let »ia sell your boat? KNOX MA
RINE EXCHANGE YACHT AND SHIP |
BROKERS. Camden. Me__________ 93-TAS-tf
WANTED Bookkeeper by one of the big
gest firms In Eastern Maine. Excellent pay,
permanent connection, real responsibility.
Mart or woman. Experience and references re
quired. App’y in own handwrltting to .1. M.
R box 111. Rockland. Me.
116-118
WANTED Housekeeper, only those with
unquestionable character need apply. SLD
NEY H. DAVIS, Port Clyde. Me. Box 101.
116M19
WANTED Erperlenced girl for general
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN. 25
Maple Str
112-tf
WANTED—dirl for general housework.
MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 63 Park St.

.
*
»

LOST Pair of tortoise shell eye-glasses
on black ribbon. MRS. STOIGK OTIS, 21
Llodxev St.
118*lt.

For Sale

FOR SALS—Cut flowers, houquets 25c up.
Sprays 75c up. Order bulbs now. MRS H.
118*120
L. STEYFNS. 192 Limerock $t.
FOR SALE—Henry F. Miller upright piano
In perfect condition. Price $200 here. N. 33.
HARCENT. Box 269. Newcastle. Tel. Dam •i
ariscotta 56-2.
118*120
FOR SALE—At a bargain the old Hills’
cider press with full equipment. V. E. HTLU*.
Tel. 1-3, Warren.
118*120
FOR SALE- 1923 four cylinder Essex,
thoroughly overhauled, new clutch, new
timing chain and rings, new springs and
tires at a bargain ; also two piano boxes, and
one choice lot on Grace 8t.; also two lots on
the comer of Mechanic 8t. extension. Apply
to DAN MUNRO, 105 Limerock St.. Rock
118*120 »1
lto-tf land.
FOR SALE -42 inch gas heated electric
WANTED Dining rooui and kitchen girl
at KNOX HOTEL. Thomaston.
106-tf ironer, real bargain. TEL. CAMDEN 3B7-3.
118*120 *
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4-foot
board alabs $6 50: stove length $8; start
slabs $6.50. L. A. PACKARD. Thomaston, .
R. F. D.
105-tf *
TO LET Fumiahed anartmeiit. Hus ;<nd
mild, for th-1 winter. MRS A. K. Will’ Ht.
FOR SALE— 33'ood prepared for the stove. I
38 Holmes St.
118*120 mixed hard and soft, well-seasoned. Big —
TO LET—Furnished apartment of three measure. At your door, $15 per cord; $8 pet
rooms, adults on’v.
Iiuiulre at 47 P’ca’ant one-half cord. R08E HILL FARM, Owl's^
117-122 ,
St. LI I LI AN_B 1CKNELL.__________ 118*120 Head. Me. Tel 425-31.
FOR SALE—Hound pups, 4 months old,
TO LET—To adults only, house of 5 rooms,
bred
from
my
two
best
dogs.
G.
E.
33TLSON,
•
hath, electric lights, Cor. Maki and Laurel
Sts. Address A. W I) . Box 281, Oak Bluffs, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 168-13.________ 116-118 W
Mass.
118-120
FOR SALE—One 35ft Buckeye incubator; *
TO LET—Three partially furnished rooms also one 600 egg Buckeye; 300 8. C, R. I. *
pullets,
ready to lay. H. C. BUBER, 33’ar- **
for light housekeeping. Phone 741-M or call
116*121 *
at 16 BROAD ST.
118-120 ren. Me. Tel. 6-31.
FOR SALE—Crescent kitchen range with
TO LET Fu nished rooms, also storage for
furniture, etc. at 126 CAMDEN ST.
117*110 hot water 'coil, and < Hen wood gas stove, all
TO LET Tenement over Kennedy’s store at STAPLES. 95 Limerock ttt.
118-120
the Briok, entrance from rear. Inquire I’. L.
FOR SALE—Pair horses, weighing about a
HAVENER. Tel. 792.
117 if
2800. low price for quick sale. Make your w
TO LET—Eight room house, electric lights, offer as this team is going to be sold. C.
*
bath, furnace heat.
Apply MRS. J. A. F. PRH8C0TT, 29 Prescott St. Tel. 74«-M.
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
115-tf
116*118 Z
TO LET- -Furnished apartment, heated, .at
FOR SALE—Genuine (German police pups, •
11 MASONIC ST
’114-tf pedigreed, four months old. Apply to ED- A
WARD
MURPHY, 101 Tillson avenue. RockApply
at
hirast- '
FLINT'S MARKE
RKET.
111 tf land________________________________ 116*121 *
FOR SALE—Fitted bard wood, $14; cord
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms
furnace, bath, garage. MRS. ETTA H. SAN wood. $10; furnace junks, $12. M. LOHMAN.
BORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-.W
112-tf Rockville. Me. Tel. 263-11 evenings from 5
to 7.
116*118 <
TO LET-Fu misbed house, seven rooms,
SALE—Part of m.v household furniture T
electric lights and gas. Garage, shed for hold forFOR
rooms. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pa- *
ing wood. At the Northend. TEL. 138-4 or eifle different
St., City. Tel. 518-M or 436-M.
115-tf *
223-J.
109-tf
FOR SALE—Eight room bungalow, all ,
TO LET House at 124 So. Main St after
fine location, about 11,000 ft. land, i
Oct. 1. Adults only. Apply MRS. FRED modern,
K. P. KEATING, 10 Elm St., Thomas
A. CLARK, 74 Camden St. Tel. 877-4. 108-tf A|>ply
ton. Me.
115*120
TO LET—Furnished apartment, 3 rooms,
FOR SALE—Forty settees to accommodate i
386 BROAD3YAY.
105-tf
120 persons.
Two benches and a atove. i
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply Price reasonable. HARRY CARR.
113-tf ,
to GEORGE M. SUMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 105-tf
FOR SALE—One large work horse, one •
large new milch cow. Holstein. 331ilte Chester *
shoates. Angora kittens, shaggy. Solid white •
Miscellaneous
and solid yellow. GRAND VIE3V FARM, *
James L. McManus, State Auto road, Warren, «e
R. J. MAYHEW CIDER MILt. at 5H3 Old Me Tel. 5-4 33'arren.
114-lH A
County Road. Highlands, will open Monday,
FOR SALE - A pretty home and It is mod- *
Oct. 3.
Grinding days will be Monday,
Thursday and Saturday until further notice. ern. and located In the heart of the city— •
118-120 only $2500—half cash, balance 3 years, w
Compare it with some being shown at $5000 »
TRUCKING AND JOBBING of all kinds, go and $6000. FREEMAN YOUNG, Realtor. Tel. »
114-tf e
anywhere day or night. R. 33'. JEWELL. 714-M.
Glencove. Me. Tel. Rurkland 135.
118*120
FOR SALE—Seven passenger Bulck sedan. •
112-tf •
YARNS—Of pure wool worsted for hand TEL. 55-11.
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs. 50c
FOR SALE—1925 Fori coupe, new battery,
4 oz. skein. Order 'lent C. 0. D. 33’rlte for generator and rear end. Good rubber^ and *
tree samples today. Ask about wool blankets. i»alht, $150 cash. EAHLE CONANT, South's*
CONCORD 33ORSTED AOLLS, Dept. 42 3V. Hope.
lio-tf *
Concord. N. H.
109-Sat-147
FOR SALE—Place on tfest side of Maple
SPEAR’S CIDER MILL, 3Yest Warren, will Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomaston, _
be in operation Saturday, Oct. 8. and each good State road, buildings in good repair, 21
Tuesday and Saturday until further notice.
acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. B. „
116*121 FILLMORE, 85 Park St., Rockland.
n
110*tf *
MAIL ORDERS—Ladies' silk and wool hose,
very pretty shades, silver and black, beaver
FOR SALE—Glenwood gas range, slightly M
and tan. grain, gray, beige and dark tan. used; ahto Vulcan gas hot water heater, used a.
Send $1 011 tor 1 pair. $1.85 for 2 pal". only two months. H. II. STOVER & CO.. 32 a
RAWLBY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St.. Union St. Tel. 818.
108-tf «
Rockland, Me.
113*tf
FOR SALE—All kinds hard wood and *
OPPORTUNITY for some one to get com kindlings.
Special price on three or five *
pletely stocked farm, cow, horse, hens, incu cord lots fitted wood to be delivered before *
bators, hen houses, brooder house, tools, hay Oct. 1.
RALPH P. CONANT A SON, South •
in barn, garden truck, apples, firewood, new Hope. Me.
Tel. Rockland 67-M.
102-tf «
artesian well. This Is a chance not often
FOR SALE—Hot air furnace, almost new.
had.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
96-tf
CHARLES L FRENCH, Warren, Me., R. F. I). see I)R. FOGG.
No. 2. Box 119.
115-120
FOR SALE—Soft wood slab^, stove length, w
VIRGIN WOOL YARN, for sale by manu $8 per twrd In Rockland; $7 in Thomaston p
facturer at bargain. Samples free. 11. A. and $6 In 33'arrcn. Also first quality fitted «
BARTLETT, Harmony, Maine.
114*125 hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, 3V«r- «
ren. Me.
105-tf v

To Let

e

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. PIC0T EDGE.

covered
buttons.
buttonholes.
plaiting.
PHYLLIS TOLMAN MORSE. 359 Main St.
Tel. 868-M.
114*125
HART & RAWLEY are prepared to do all
kinds of cemetery work cleaning foundations,
resetting, grading, etc. Apply E. T. HART,
Box 4o. Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
113*118

FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Megunticook,

also 2 cottage lots.
L. A. THURSTON,
Rockland. Tel. 11824M.
105-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mail
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 105-tf
FARMS.

COUNTRY

<t
M
T

*

HOMES. COTTAGES !

PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves and eslale.i: up-to-date property, in the gar- „

your problems. Tells you how to be success
ful. Gives advice on all affairs of life—Imre,
courtship, marriage, health, business.
A
proper solution of your affairs may be t ie
turning point in your life. Readings $1.00
I to ladies. Hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m. 27
PARK STREET. ROCKLAND.
117*1 jft
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
contract; cement blocks and posts In stock.
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq , Rock
land Tel. 194 -J.
105-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
you can buy copies-cf The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at HotaHng’s News
Agency, m Wb«B 4t)tb St.
24-tf

den spot or Maine—Penobscot Bar. Write ”
us what you want. OltRIX J. DICKEY. Bel- *
fast. Maine.
105-tf *

- .1

FOR SALE—Eight room house at 120
Rankin 8t. with 10 acres of land and two «
barns. EDWARD J. HELLdER. lei. 43-M.
____________
47«tf ’
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, It; dry
herd wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
105-tf
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy at excellent
erudition for Mie. Also a copy of "Beds*

nines of Colonial Milne."
Skowhegan.

«
.
a

t

•
*
R. T. PATTS1T. ‘

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Mary K. Metcalf celebrated
her 85th birthday very pleasantly at
the home of Mrs. William Trainer,
ictelving callers, post cards and sev
eral useful gifts. From tlie McIn
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, tills department espe tosh family came a beautiful bou
cially desires information of social happen quet and a very nice birthday cake.
ings, parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by Tl,e callers from Camden were Mrs.
mail or telephone Kill be gladly received.
Fred Brown.
Mrs. Fred Gould,
TELEPHONE
770 Mis. Bills, Mrs. A. J. Pease and
Frank Handley.

fijNSOOETY

New

FELT HATS

Capt. and Mrs. Lawrence L. Brown
The first regular meeting of the
announce, the engagement of their
daughter Marie Evangelyn to Rollo Womans Association of the Congre
Gardner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis gational church will be held in the
vestry next Wednesday at 3 o'clock
Gardner of Whiting, Me.

CLASS A
is a real reason
-*• why Class A is the
most popular package of
Apollo Chocolates. That
reason is found inside the
package. A gift of a pack
age of Class A always
pleases.
ft'here

Mrs. Mary McIntosh and daughter
The Sunshine Society will meet
Monda^ afternoon witli Mrs. Mabel Addie enjoyed an outing at Spruce
Brewster, 32 Grace street. There will Head one day this week.
The first meeting of the Shakes
bo quilts to knot.
peare Society will be held with Mrs.
Mrs. Lincoln E. McRae and Mrs. Littlefield, Talbot avenue next Mon
Harold B. Burgess were hostesses day evening. Mrs. Spear will be the
Wednesday evening at adinner auction lender, and the first act of “As You
at the former's home on Broadway Like It.’ will be read.
CHISHOLM BROS.
for Miss Carrie Fields, wiho was
Miss Florence J. Emery of Brook
CONFECTIONERS
awarded the guest prize. Other prizes
Opp. 'Waiting Room
were taken by Mrs. E. C. Boody, Mrs. line. Mass., who came here to attend
Parker F. Norcross and Miss Mary the funeral of the late Mrs. Amelia
ROCKLAND. ME.
F. Jameson, will be the guest over
Flanagan.
the weekend of the Misses Carolyn
and Elizabeth Jameson.
Mrs. E. !•. Spear, Mrs. Mary W.
Spear, Mrs. F. W. Fuller. Mrs. C. 1.
Mrs- Caroline Sherer Swett and son
Burrows. Mrs. 8. A. Burpee, Mrs. Charles leave today for Portland
Jennies
W.
Bird
und
Mrs.
M.
E.
Wotwhere they will attend the wedding of ,
: from : :
ton held a picnic Thursday at Mrs. Mrs. Swett's cousin, George Warren |
CHOCOLATES/
Alberta Bose's Crescent Beach cot Harding, son of Charles Harding of
11.30 A. M. to 6.00 P. M.
tage.
Somerville, Mass.
Tlie ceremony I
takes place this evening at the Lome i
The Summer Outing Club held Its of the brid, Miss Olive Vanner, 24 ,
at
final luneheon-auetion of the season State street, Cumberland Mills. As
nt the Country Club Thursday. Mrs. the bride and bridegroom have spent
Octavia Leighton of Thomaston be the most of their summers in this SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
ing awarded first prize.
city, they have a large circle of friends
Impressive List of Rockland
here.
Mrs. Alberts. Peterson gave a dinner
Young Folks Seeking the
Thursduy evening at Green Cables,
Miss'Jennie Packard goes to Cam
Camden, in honor of Miss Carrie Fields den today where she will spend tho
Higher Education.
who goes to Boston Tuesday for the winter at the home of Mrs W. H.
season, and Mrs. James O'Hara, who Rossiter, 12 Harding avenue.
Following is a revised and extended
is leaving Rockland in the near fu
list of Rockland boys and girls who
ture. Other guests were Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Mary E. Messer, who has been
_A. Bose, Jr.. Mrs. Lincoln McRae spending the past month in Belfast, have gone away this fall to various
schools and colleges:
Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry and Miss returned
home
yesterday.
Mrs.
University
of
Maine—Martha
Delia Pease.
Messer was called there by the ill Wasgatt, Frank Stewart, Katherine
ness of her brother, William Welch, Veazlc.
Carl
Herrick.
Charles
Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom entertained who died Sept 2.
Coughlin, Donald Small, Mary Syl
Rockland, Maine
a few friends at tea and sewing
vester
Thursday afternoon.
>Ir. and'Mrs. Clark B. Frost of Lis
Bowdoin—Sidney Bird. John Mc
bon, N- H„ were in this city yester Loon, Arthur Orne, Donald Mer
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker day to attend the funeral of the late
riam
Mrs. Margaret Benner. Mrs. Ada Mrs. Amelia F. Jameson.
Colby—Mary
Wasgatt,
Sidney
Mills and Miss Alice Fuller attended
“Thomas’ Music House”
Snow. K. Havener Cassens, Horace
the Universallst State Convention at
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Barrett, Miss Maxey. Wendell Thornton.
21 PEARL ST.
CAMDEN
Biddeford the past week.
Minnie Barrett and Miss Elizabeth
Bates—Helen Vcrrill.
Pianos, 88 Note Player Pianos
yesterday to attend the funeial of
Boston University—Oscar Crock
Alan F. McAlar.v returned Thurs Barrett all of Hope, were in this city
Full line “Orthophonic Victro'ss''
ett, Sidney Segal.
day from his vacation, a few days of Mrs. Amelia F. Jameson.
and Victor Records
Brown University—Wilbur FroNOW PLAYING
which were spent in Boston.
BIG SALE NOW ON
hock.
s
The
Chapin
Class
will
meet
Tues

cf COTTAGE RENTAL PIANOS
Simmons College—Eleanor Snow,
AL. WILSON in
Tthe Quincy Patriot gives the fol day evening with Mrs. Katherine Gertrude Smith.
DON'T MISS THIS SALE
“THREE MILES UP"
lowing account of a birthday party Veazie, Talbot avenue.
Lasseli Seminary—Vera Studley,
EASY TERMS
PHONE 52
in Wollaston. Mass., for the little
"Return of the Riddle Rider" No. 10
Jeannette Smith.
Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence motored to
granddaughters of Mrs. Evelyn N.
Wheaton College—Barbara WigThomas, Piano Man
Studley: “Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Mac Portland Tuesday with the following gin. Margaret Hellier, Alice Merrick
MON.-TUES.
Leod opened their attractive home on party: Mrs. James O’Hara, Mrs.
Springfield
Training
CollegeMarston, Mrs. William Francis D. Orne
Davis street. Wednesday afterncon, Maynard
in observance of the sixth birthday Rhodes, Mrs. Charles Rose and Mrs.
New England Conservatory of Mu
of their daughter Beulah Mae, the Geneva Huke. They returned Wed sic—Dorothy
Bird George, Nellie
nesday.
little maid assisted by her younger
Sncw.
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
sister, Phyllis June, being hostess to
John McLoon is home from Bow- nology—William Wood.
14 of her young friends. Pastel
Annapolis Naval Academy—Rich
tones of yellow and pink with softly doin for the weekend.
ard Snow.
»
shaded lights were used in effective
Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. Fred OverWesleyan
University — Charles
decorations for the dining room
NOW PLAYING
where refreshments of ices and cakes lock and Mrs. Jaimes Carver returned . Tweedie. Robert Tweedie.
Thursday
from
a
trip
through
the
|
Whitworth
Institute
—Arnold Nel“THE JOY GIRL”
were served. The winsome little
With
Dwight Virgin son.
hostesses wore frocks harmonizing White Moqntains.
A Masterpiece of Dramatic Art
Sea Pines—Rose O’Neil.
with the decorative scheme; Miss joined them at Hanover and toured
OLIVE BORDEN
Westbrook
Seminary — Ethel
Phyllis June wearing shell-pink and with them through Dixville Notch
And
Thomas.
Miss Beulah Mae. yellow. The lat and Shelburne.
"THE CRIMSON FLASH' No, 9
“THE GREAT
Newton Theological Institution—
ter was showered with gifts in ob
Miss Helen M. York is on a week Marion Brawn.
servance of the day."
WED.-THURS.—REGINALD
MAIL ROBBERY”
Phillips Andover—Albert Emery.
end visit to Ellsworth.
DENNY in “FAST AND FURI
All Star Cast
Faelton Pianoforte School—Edna
Jirs. Alberta Itos? entertained the
OUS" and REED HOWES in
Hardesty Peerless is an ideal flour Cui ng Club at her Crescent Beactl-f Gregory.
MON.-TUES.-WED.
"THE ROY/L AMERICAN”
for ail kinds of cooking and baking, cottage yesterday, an afternoon of
Gorham Normal School — Estelle
“The Rough Riders”
—adv.
J12-S-121
sewing following picnic luncheon. Hall.
Northeastern University — Peter
The guests were Mrs. Leoia Rose,
Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. George Pellicane. Kenneth Overlook.
St. Joseph's College—Robert Me
Simmons, Mrs. Alice ’Cobb, Mrs,
Cleveland
Sleeper.
Mrs.
Lillian Carty.
Burdett's Business College—Annie
Coombs and Mrs. Lena Simmons of
MONDAY
Dunn.
South Thomaston.
TUESDAY
Northeastern
University—Donald
WEDNESDAY
Carl Herrick, a sophomore at ,W. Thomas.
Harvard University—Philip Rounds,
Maintf, is recovering from an opera
TWO SHOWS—2.00—7.45
tion for appendicitis in the Knox Castine Normal School—iRuth I
SylvesterCounty Hospital.

Special Saturday

CUTLER-COOK CO.

EMPIRE

BILLIE

DOVE

Another home
made brighter
Why can’t your’s be the next one?

PRICES—Matinee 25c, 35c.

Evening 35c, 50c.

Children 10c.

Laughing Eyes and Luscious Lips

The infilling days of
'98 live once move ! The
blowing up of THE
MAINE. The embark
ation for Cuba. San
Juan Hill. Fever and
bullets.
A
beautiful
love Idyll—two boys and
a Texan belle. They're
ail here !

vI
utltk.
NOAH BEERY
* «ooim

who.

-• imm

CHARLES FARRELL
GEORGE BANCROFT
QMRUSEMMIITMACK
MARYASTOR.
FRANK HOPPER

■THE

VKTORFLEMING
Gbwftzcfion.

roi'qhridms

FREE!
Don’t wait until all your neighbors
have this modern miracle worker.
Phone us today and on your regular
washday the New Easy will be on the
job, ready to do a whole week’s
washing for you,—without costing
you a penny. If you should want to
keep tho, New Easy permanently, you
can make a small down payment and
it stays right there.

Washes While It Dries
At the same time that the Easy’s
new drying tub is taking an eightsheet batch of clothes and damp-dry
ing them, ready for the line, tho
Easy’s large tub is washing another
big eight-sheet batch of clothes and
getting them spotlessly clean.

r
EA5V
JV1ODEL M

WA5HER

This is the famous Easy
Washer
with
cne-piece
aluminum wringer which
we shall feature a'ong
with the new model.

Cenral Maine Power Company

YOUNG-PROUDMAN
A very pretty heme wedding oc
curred Monday morning at the horn
A committee of the Rubinstein Club of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Proudnian
Thursday heard Miss Charlotte Nor in Waterville, when theii daughter
ton of Belfast whom they will recom Lillian C. Proudman, was married to
mend for the Atwater-Kent prize Fred R. Young of that city.
The bride was very attractive in a
contest. Miss Norton has a splendid
contralto voice. The male voice from dress of blue georgette and she car
this distrlot has not been chosen. ried a shower bouquet of light pink
Her sister. Miss Blanche
These applicants will broadcast from roses.
Augusta
the Portland station WCSH in their P'"Udman, was the maid of honor
Boothbay
tryout and the winners for the State and she was dressed in rose geor
Bath
Brunswick
She carried a bouquet of
will then try for the final prizes in gette.
Belfast
Bucksport
sweetheart
roses.
Ralph
Young
of
New York. Tire first prize is $5000
Bingham
Camdsn
Portland,
brother
of
the
groom,
was
and three years of European study.
the best man. Mrs. Hazel Proudman
William K. Vanderbilt, 2d, who has Pierson played .the wedding march
been a frequent visitor in Reckland. which was tihe "Bridal Chorus" from
UNION
arrived in Portland Wednesday aboard Lohengrin. The bride was given in
Rev. B. H. Johnson of Rockport
the yacht Ara, and on Tuesday they marriage by her father. Herbert C
were in Rockland harbor for a brief Proudnian. The house was very at will preach in tlie Methodist Episco
time. Mr. Vanderbilt had wi h him tractively decorated throughout with pal Church Sunday morning at 10.30.
his bride of a few weeks, the former fall flowers, the main decoration be In the evening at 7.30 the pastor will
Mrs. Rosamond Warburton of Phila ing a very pretty arch in the parlor, conduct tlie service and will speak on
the subject of "Evangelism.”
delphia. whom he married in Paris. made from evergreen and cut flowers
The Ara made a crossing tfrim Spain beneath which the ceremony was
to Halifax. Mr. Vanderbilt is master performed.
and Duck
of the yacht.
His first mate is1 A reception was held and a dainty
Blanchard T. Orne of Thomaston and k"l lleon "erved.
The table was
Dinner
his description of this palatial craft 1 ve”-' Prettily decorated in itink and
appeared in these columns before she ‘whl,e' the ce,,ler <iec°l<»U°n being a
sailed on this trip. "Capt. Vander-I d"‘1 brlde dressed >n l>‘nk streamers
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
hilt’s yacht left New York Jan. 27. of ribbon reaching across the table.
for the Mediterranean. During the At each place were dolls dressed in a
last eight months the vessel has similar manner, each having the
touched at 79 ports of the French bridal veil. A large wedding cake
Mr. and Mrs
African coasts, and island rcsor.s adorned the table.
Reever’s Corner
Should her course be plotted on a Young left amid showers of rice and
confetti
for
parts
unknown.
They
Waldoboro
chart, the blue waters of the Medi
terranean would appear like a spider's are now at home at 6 Colonial street
Hours:
12 to 3—5 to 8
Mrs.
Young
attended
the
public
webb. Her papers show that never
117-118
once did the yacht enter a Northern schools in the city, graduating from
European port, north of Santander Waterville High School and Thomas
Business
College,
and
is
now
steno

her last sailing port before coming
across. The Ara was built in Eng grapher in Ihe office of the L. H
land in 1917 and measures 217 feet in Soper Co, Mr. Young Is the soh of
length and registers 867 gross tons. Mr. and Mrs. L. IF. Young of Port
Mrs. Fannie T. Heth
I Aboard the vessel are thr ee Maine land and is a graduate of Waterville
men. Staff Captain Arthur E. Hard High School. He served in the World
of
HetH's Dancing Academy
ing, formerly of Hampden; first mate. War. He is a 32d degree Mason. He
Lewiston
is
service'hiaiiuger
at
Clair
Marston's
Blanchard T. Orne, and second mate,
garage
on
Charles
street.
Mr.
and
Will
open a School of
Rcddington It. Robbins."
Mrs. Young received many gifts
the Dance at
TEMPLE HALL
A handsome gift was made to which showed their popularity in'
and
Childrens
Playground
yesterday this city.—Waterville Sentinel.
Tlie bridegroom is a nephew of I
COPPER KETTLE
when Mrs. Orel E. Davies presented
Classes in Ballroom,
three sets of junior boxing gloves, Mrs. J. F. Cooper, and his parents
Toe,
Interpretative,
three baseball gloves and a mitt, a formerly resided in Rockland, where
Ballet,
Technique,
medicine ball and several sets of In- all the members ot the family are
Acrobatic, Eccentric,
d'nn clubs and dumb liells. Tlie late frequent visitors
Clog and Step Danc
Orel E. Davies was president of tlie
INTO THE WEST
ing Taught. Opening
association for several years and
in October. Date An
Mrs. Davies retains a lively interest
[For 'Pile Courier-Gazette]
in the line bit of welfare work.
nounced later. Classes now form
I»i the crimson-purple nlglit.
Out Into haloed light,
ing. Private Lessons by Appoint
A .soul passed sighing into tlie West.
ment.
Into the mist of things uopuessed—
The dim, strange m/dtery cf death,
References: Miss Adi C. Burpee
A breath within a breach.
and Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer.

Howard Dunbar is confined to his
home by illness.

The suds, the rinse water and the
blue water that are whirled from the
clothes in the dryer, are taken by the
marvelous water-circulating system
of the New Easy and returned to
their proper tubs,—and when the
washing is all done, the water is
emptied into sink or drain for you.

x
has her washdays forever made
lighter,—another woman will stay
younger; look fresher; save time,
money and clothes because of the
New Easy that washes and dampdries at the same time.
Why can’t it be you? Why can’t
you be the next woman to have a
New Easy in your home and see for
yourself the amazing way it washes,
damp-dries and handles the water—
all at the same time?

“THE
STOLEN BRIDE”

PARK

Handles All Water For You

ANOTHER woman has a New

/A Easy Washer—one more woman

Chicken

at any of
Damariscotta
Dextsr
Dover-Foxcroft
Fresport

Gardiner
Guilford
Lewiston
Mechanic Falls

Newport
Norway
Pittsfield
Richmond

Rockland
Skowhegan
Watervilis
Winthrop

Strand Theatre
ALL NEXT WEEK
NEW SHOW
Monday Wednesday Friday

Aunt Lydia’s Tavern

DANCING CLASSES

our stores

Special Engagement of Ro«. kland’s
Favorite Comedian

BILLY HALL
f

And

Big Musical Revue
'

Snapshots 1927
With

REAL VAUDEVILLE
AND

Feature Pictures
THREE SHOWS IN ONE

I THE REALM OF MUSIC
ri

Eve y-Other Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 1, 1927.
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The Good Ship Passes

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

(From "Knots of Straw" by Anna Emma Coughlin)

tween Oct. 8 and 14 and it will be
difficult to Tonflne the entire program
to this subject. However, it should
not be difficult for the vocalists who
are to appear, as Mr. Werrenrath
uses many popular and familiar
sorgs. some of which are in the usual
singer's repertoire. Mrs. Berry will •
be able to give suggestions as to seWith the question of church mu le< tions after Oct. 8.
• • • •
sic uppermost, I have before me an
interesting clipping which Mrs. W. J.
The Student Day program given '
Johnson (Miss Ida Colley of Thom before the Rubinstein Club last year
aston) sent me from Chicago, which for the first time proved so success
tells of the establishment of a course ful that such a program will appear
In Church Music at the Northwest in this season's work. Jan. 20, the
ern University, with Dean Lutkin program will be given wholly by pu
as personal supervisor. This is made pils of the local representative mu
possible through a gift of $100,000 sic teachers, both vocal and instru
from the Carnegie Corporation of mental. I am acting as chairman in
New York. Dean Lutkin and Direc- preparing the program, and while
toi Carl Beecher of the university the date seems a long way off, I am
have issued a statement which I will already notifying the music teachers
quote in part, as it gives in a com- | t» give them ample time in selecting
prehensive manner the scope and a pupil and provide sufficient prep
possibilities of church music.
aration. Last season the club, then
"The grant of $11)0,000 will put into meeting in the BPW rooms, could
operation a long-cherished plan of invite only the music teachers as
Dean Lutkin's. There is real need guests. The meetings this season
fir such a department. While a few are to be held in the vestry of the
Institutions give a certain amount of Universalist Church and the tenta
attention to these subjects, none of tive plans are to have both the mu
them offer comprehensive courses sic teachers and parents present.
covering all the angles concerned
• • • •
with the development of trained
Mrs.
Ione
Lackee-Duffney
is at the
leaders in either sacred or secular
choral music. In fact the great ma- otgan of the Strand Theatre, suc
j rity of choral conductors and ceeding James O'Hara who has gone
church musicians pick up their pro to New York for further musioal
fession in a most haphazard man study. Mrs. Duffney has had the
ner and the waste of time and ef- advantage of recent study of the or
f.ji i is deplorable. The number of gan and is prepared to give efficient
She will be
efficient musicians of this type is and pleasing work.
glad to play request numbers if no
lamentably small.
The proposed course will contain tified through the box office.
• • • •
eight divisions:

Oak that grew on granite
Fashioned her stalwart frame,
And brawny New England built her
And gave her a Yankee name,
The cool, shrewd head that sailed her
Was of that stout grim stock
That fled from king and bishop
To land on Plymouth Rock!

Another of the city churches to
adopt the combination of organ and
piano in its regular services is the
Universalist, which will use this fea
ture for the first time next Sunday.
Miss Margaret Stahl will preside at
the organ and Miss Mabel Lamb at
the piano.
• • • •

Organ study.
Study of the History of Church
Music, with special stress on the rich
musical liturgies of the historic
churches front early Christian times
to modern times.
A critical study of hymns and
hjmn tunes, anthem texts and an
them settings, canticles, services,
masses, cantatas and
oratorios.
The
course
includes
a
close
examination of Hebrew, Gregorian,
•Polyphonic,
Angelican,
Lutheran,
Russian and Roman Catholic music.
instruction in Church
Service
P'aying and Church Music Supervi.-ion; the proper playing and se
lection of hymn tunes, anthems and
voluntaries; the art of accompanlme nt. of transposition, of improvi
sation and registrations; discussion
of musical programs, choir manage
ment, quartet versus chorus choirs.
etc., etc.
Composition of Church and Choral
Music from the simple hymn tunes
to elaborate anthems, cantatas and
oi atorios.
A study of cantatas (both sacred
and secular) and oratorios, with
special reference to effective concert
performance.
A study of community singing,
how best to organize and develop it.
what to use and how to use it."
• • • •
I am interested in the new work of
Miss Marian B. Marsh as supervisor
of public school music In Lubec and
Eastport. This branch of education
has recently been re-established in
those schools after a period of sev
eral years, and there is much to be
accomplished. Miss Marsh has the
grammar and high schools of those
two towns as well as eleven rural
schools.
Her work has already
commenced, and she has made her
first appearance In public as a pian
ist. when she played a group at the
reception given last week for the in
coming teachers, playing Grainger’s
“Country Gardens" and Cyril Scott’s
“Lento.” While Miss Marsh is young
and inexperienced. I am confident
that she will meet with success, as
she has received sound musical
training and Is at all times thorough
anu conscientious.

In the interest of “Maine Musi
cians” which Thornton Edwards is
p. eparing for publication, it is most
Important that our local musicians,
vocalists, pianists, teachers, etc., se
cure and fill out questionnaires to
be sent to Mr. Edwards to make his
record as complete as possible. Mrs.
Berry holds the blanks for the Ru
binstein Club and can tell where to
secure them for musicians outside of
that club.
Mr. Edwards has his
book almost ready to submit to the
publishers, and urges that all ques
tionnaires be in at the earliest mo
ment.
While it Is possible that several of
our musicians are holding back their
questionnaires
due
to
modesty,
please do not let this trait have the
upper hand. Mr. Edwards desires to
make the list of Maine musicians
complete. Do your bit—you have no
idea how Important and interesting
it may be to the generations to come
to read what you or 1 did in the Ru
binstein Club, the Harmony Club, or
as a piano teacher or vocal teacher,
etc.

• « • •

For the lovers of orchestra comes
the welcome announcement that on
Saturday evening, Oct. 8, the Bos
ton Symphony will open its third
cat of broadcasting. The current
series will run tor 24 weeks, each
concert being picked up over a spe
cial line to Symphony Hall. Serge
Koussevitzky, Russian virtuoso and
conductor, will wield the baton for
his third year. It ig interesting to
note that the concert of Oct 8 opens
the 47th season of this illustrious or
ganization.
• • • •

The career of Koussevitzky makes
interesting reading. Years ago he
organized his own symphony orches
tra in Moscow, which soon came to
'•} considered the finest in Russia.
In Moscow and Petrograd he con
ducted the classics, gave Beethoven.
Bach, Tchaikovsky Rimsky-Korsakov
anti other festivals each season and
championed works by other young
ompusers then unknown, but since
accepted.
But he could not rest
ontent with bringing music to the
Ity folk. There lay about him a
• • e e
ast agrarian population, most of
October 8 is nearly here, the date whom had never heard a symphony
of the Bangor Festival, and I under
ohcert, so he chartered a large
stand many Rockland people are H amer on the Yolgu River, and tak
planning to avail themselves of this ing his entire orchestra, together
noteworthy musical event. To hear with soloists and a group of friends,
Keinath Werrenrath alone would made several voyages along the 2500
repay the effort and trip. Mr. Wer- miles of its basin.
reioath is one of the most popular
The party would port at each town
baritones, firmly established both by tlong its banks and announce a
his glorious voice and tine personal
symphony concert in the local town
itv. He is a manly man, and sings hall. The country folk were astonIn a thoroughly manly way. His shed by this wonderful, new kind of
appearance at a Maine Music Festi music, but they were also delighted
val many years ago, when a young
t.d moved by it. Principally through
man. mado a tremendous hit, and these concerts, but also by virtue of
those who heard him then have ipeiatic performances in Paris and
never forgotten the slender youth •lsewhere, Koussevitzky has come
with the splendid voice containing o be regarded as the most brilliant
so much promise.
nspired and inspiring conductor in
I have not learned how many chor hat part of the world.
uses will join the Bangor chorus in
America’s admiration of Kousse
ensemble singing. Rockland is send
vitzky need scarcely be pointed out.
ing the usual Wight Philharmonic The Boston Symphony’s sensitive
Chorus, which has received efficient tsponse as one man to his least
training, under the baton of Mrs gesture bespeaks the leader of com
Berry, ably assisted by Mrs. Averill mand and authority. The fine clar
at the piano. The orchestra will be ity with which he presents the music
the Bangor Symphony, one of the »f the older masters, his inspired elooutstanding orchestral organizations qutnee with the "Romantics," his
of the State.
Ibcernment in choosing and 'his
• • « •
Tilliance in performing the signifi
Again reminding the Rubinstein cant music of our own day—these
Club members who are to partici things reveal an extraordinary range
pale in the first program, Oct. 14 of artistic sympathy. And not least.
,
that insofar as it is possible numbers there are qualities of illumining lmheard at the Bangor Festival will be iginatlon In his performances which
used. There is very little time be are unexcelled

They heard the call of commerce
Wherever the four winds blew;
They could take a hand at fighting,
The captain, the mate, and the crew;
Their stout ship spurned the water
Away from her sharp edged bow—
O the glory of her sailing
Is with us even now!

She passes, the good ship passes,
The pride of an elder day;
And the vision of her haunts not
The young lads at their play.
The call that lured their fathers
Died down and does not rise.
For the old ship-yards are empty
Beneath New England skies.
She passes, the good ship passes
1 launted by steam-wraiths white,
But her bearing is bold as ever
Tho’ she enters the port of night.
O piping words, pipe only
Your mellowest minor strain;
New England's pride is passing
And will not come again.

There’s
Nothing
Quite
So Good
As a
Household
Range

• • « •

i The Rockland .waterfront today is
! typical of the great depression in the
i shipbuilding industry, for there is
not a yard in active operation for
' that purpose alone. Mr. Wardwell
lean remember when there were 12
in full swing at one time; can rei member, also, how local maritime
circles used to glow with pride when
i they considered the achievements of
the famous clipper ship Red Jacket,
built at the Northend, and which
| made new marine history in one of
• its Crossings of the Atlantic
j "Why did shipbuilding decline?"
i was the rather stereotyped question
| next asked of Mr. Wlardwell.
"Because the country was over
stocked with vessels.
So ' many
steamships were built in war time
that wooden vessels naturally died
out. Out of the port of Rockland,
alone 228 vessels were sailing at one
i time. Today there is not a twentieth
[of that number; they have been re| placed by barges and have gone to

Builtto
Bake*

Many atylee
and eizee to
chooee from
at moderate
pricae, in
Pearl Cray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

It’ea

Room Saver
for email
kitchene

JOHN J. WARDWELL,CREATOR OF SHIPS
(Continued From Page One)
intensely proud of the tact that he
was one of her officers. It never
entered his dreams that some day I
would build a vessel which would
carry two like the Adams on her
deck."
The third vessel which Mr. Wordwell built in Belfast was the fourmasted barkentlne Josephine.
Mr. Wardwell located in Camden in
1887, and helped the late H. M. Bean
build the schooner King Philip.
A digression in his labors came in
the late eighties when he helped con
struct the famous stone mansion
Norumbega" which from its site on
the Belfast road overlooks the mar
velous scenery of Camden harbor and
its environments. This was the sum
mer home of the late J. B. Stearns of
Boston, who gained worldwide fame
as the Inventor of the duplex system
of telegraphy- The walls of this
structure, which is today one of the
show places of the Penobscot Bay
region, were constructed from field
rock gathered in that section. The
contractor was David Withington. a
former Bath ship Joiner, who built
the equally notable residence of the
late Arthur Sewall in Bath. House
and stable cost about $75,000 or less
than one-half ,what they could be
built for today. Mr. Stearns also had
a dairy farm which he called his
hobby. He was very popular with
the workmen and all others who were
brought into association with him.
Mr. Wardwell built every flight of
stairs
in
"Norumbega."
Among
others who worked with him there
were Frank D. Healey and the late
Arthur Shea
Mr. Wardwell helped build another
famous mansion—the home of the
late ex-Mayor Hanson of Belfast,
since destroyed by fire.

BANNED BY ADVENTISTS
Bible Workers Must Not Bob Hair,
Wear Bright Colors Or Rakish
Hats.
*

112*121

,

tyifle over a dollar a day to $7. Just
prior to one of the depressions and
shortly after his marriage, he had
I bought into a new schooner. (When
the crash came he found himself
again an employe, supporting a famiI ly on $1.75 a day.
, Similar fluctuations have been ex; perienced in the cost of shipbuilding
materials.
"I can remember," said Mr Wardwell, “when we bought hard pine for
$40 a thousand; it has since gone up
to $80. Dak has also doubled. Tree
nails have more than doubled. When
the industry was in its prime a few
years ago, it cost about four times
as much to build a vessel us it did
under normal conditions.
"What do you eonsider the best
'vessel you ever built?" Mr. |Wardj well was asked.
"The four-masted schooner Jacob
' M. Haskell," was the unhesitating
jreply.
The Haskell ran coal from Norfolk
to Northern ports and was cotisidI ered the best all around ooaster on
the Atlantic side.

Bobbed hair, bright colors, rakish
bats, earrings, variegated footwear,
sleeveless dresses and “skirts that ga
more than 10 or 12 inches above the
floor" have been banned forewomen
Bible workers of the Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
Oil the theory that clothing pro
claims the character of the wearer,
the Ministerial Association of the
church has sent to Its workers
throughout the country a lengthy
pronouncement on the subject warn
ing them that "the best dressed wom
en are always quietly dressed."
Among other articles that the asso
ciation says should be avoided are
vanity cases and miniature handbags,
bits of bright coloied handkerchief
or lace dangling from tile sleeve,
striped or checked hosiery, umbrellas
or pepclls mounted with “grosteque
or foolish doll heads."

She carried 5000 tons of coal, the
largest cargo that any wooden vessel
afloat was then capable of handling.
The Wells had a spectacular career,
albeit an abbreviated one. She went
ashore at Hatteras, so far from land
that the lifelines could not be shot to
her. Her commander, Capt. Joseph
York, was a skilled mariner and a
man of ingenious ideas. The lives of
12 men were dependent upon hint, so
he set about to see what means could
be devised for the crew's rescue
Emptying a water cask he bunged
it tightly, made a line fast around it,
and set it adrift when the tide was
coming in. It reached shore and
was hauled back to the ship after
the Coast Guards had bent a line
onto it. With this line fastened to
the rigging the breeches buoy was
soon in operation and every man was
hauled safely ashore. The vessel
became a total loss and all on board
might have perished but for Capt
York's quick action. At last ac
counts Capt. York was in command
of one of Phil Doyen's big lighters at
Portland.
“Six masters went beyond the
limit," said Mr. Wardwell to a Cou
rier-Gazette reporter. "They were
too long to be built of wood, and
when loaded with coal would become
badly strained by overlapping the
beds orr which they rested at low tide
while discharging their cargoes.
Years ago we would never have
thought of grounding out a vessel
that carried 1000 tons, but would
lighter the cargo. How then could
they expect to be able to ground out
a schooner more than 300 feet long
carrying 5000 tons of coal.
"Now the six-masters are all gone,
with a strong probability that no
others ever will be built. Coal will
be carried by steam vessels, for the
people want service, and it is never

The Six-Masted Schooner George W. Wells, Built At H. M. Bean’s Yard
In Camden, and At the Time of Her Launching the Largest Wooden
Sailing Veasel Afloat.
House Joinering of this calibre was
all very interesting, but Mr. Wardwell was brought up in a nautical at
mosphere and he had rather build
ships. So in 1889 he gathered up his
kit and went back to the Camden
shipyard where he built more than
a score of vessels, ranging from a
modest three-master to the gigantic
six-masted George W. ’Wtells, whose
launching in 1900 turned the eyes
of the maritime world to Camden.
Mr. Wardwell's connection with the
Wells wus confined to designing that
craft and timbering her out. He
came to the Rockland shipyard of
Cobb, Butler & Co. before she was
compieted. and has always regretted
that his ideas were not carried out
more nearly to the letter.
The George W. WTells measured
342 feet over all, (from the after side
of the taffrail to the forward side of
the knighthead) being 301)4 feet on
the keel, 46 feet beam and drawing
about 25 feet of water.
The IWells was built for Capt.
John G. Crowley, after Mr. Bean had
constructed the five-masted schooner
John B. Prescott—which by the way,
was launched in a tempeiature of 14
degrees below zero. Capt. Crowley
had the Prescott built according to
bis own ideas, and was quick to ac
knowledge that some mistakes had
been made.
So, when the New England ship
owners began that feverish race for
the supremacy of the sea, he gave
designer .Wardwell a free hand, or,
as Mr. Wardwell expresses it, “He
gave me my head and let me go it."
Mr. Wardwell was only three or
four days in making the model and
drawings from which the George W.
Wells was constructed
He thought
she would make 12 knots In a good,
wholesale breeze, and it was after
wards claimed that she made 15.

graveyards along the Atlantic Coast."
• • • •
Mr. Wardwell has been a surveyor
in the employ of the American Bu
reau of Shipping since May 1, 1920,
and in this capacity makes frequent
trips along the New England Coast.
He has been a member of the
Rockland Board of Aldermen, and re
peatedly declined to run for Mayor,
I when the Democratic nomintaion
| would have been equivalent to elecj tlon.
Another contest which he
would stand a good show of winning
would be the one that determined
; who is Rockland's most popular citii zen, for the veteran ship-man is unl
versally liked.
| Mr- Wardwell became a member of
James Pownal Lodge. F. & A. M., in
1874, and was transferred to Amity
| Lodge of Camden in the late Eighties,
He also belongs to Keystone Chapter,
I k. A M., of Camden, King Hiram's
[council, R. & S. M. of Rockland and
I Claremont Commandery, K. T of
[ of Rockland.
, Mr. Wardwell was married in 1873
to Mary D. Berry, daughter of a
deep water sea captain. There are
five children—‘Libbeus B. of Camden,
David D. of Rockland. Mrs. L. M.
Chandler of Camden, Mrs Fessenden
W Miller of Camden and Mrs. Clif
ford Hamilton of Rockland.

CHILDREN SUSCEPTIBLE
Danger of Infantile Paralysis Les
sens After the Age of 16 Years. ,
A number of cases of infantile par
alysis are being reported throughout
the country, and some authorities
are apprehensive lest we have a re
currence of the epidemic of 1916.
Like most diseases infantile paraly
sis is caused by a germ. The germs
kill nerve cells in the brain and
spinal chord. When these cells die
their function stops. As they fur
nish the energy that moves certain
parts of the body, that movement is
also stopped. The body does not
have the power to create new cells
after the old ones are killed by this
germ.
It is believed that the germs that
cause this disease enter the body
through the mucous membrane of
the nose. Once in the body they
spread
through
the
lymphatic
glands
alongside
certain
nerve
trunks.
The germs always come
from someone who has the disease,
who is recovering from it, or who,
with or without having been sick, is
a carrier of the germs. Persons suf
fering from infantile paralysis should
remain in quarantine for at leasi
six weeks as a protection to oth
ers. says Surg-Gen. H S Cummings,
of the U. 8. Public Health Service.
Children under five years of ago
arc most susceptible to the disease,
but It may occur at any age. How
ever, after the age of 16 Is reached
the danger of contracting the dis
ease is greatly diminished There is
no medicine that will cure the dis
ease, but treatment is important
and should be rendered by a skilled
physician.

certain when a sailing vessel can
give it. The consignees have to buy
coal ahead and pile it up until sailng vessels can take on their cargos.
With steam vessels closer connecions can be made"
The scope of Mr. Wirdwell's work
as a vessel designer lias been far
reaching. He lias not only made
models of two. three, four, five and
six-mastled schooners, but he has
laid down the models for a fourmasted barkentine, harks, towboats,
porgy
steamers
and
passenger
steamers.
Included in the last
named list were the steamers Monbegan. May Archer and Islesboro.
He has built and launched SO craft,
and designed upward of 100. including
one craft which was built in Mobile.
Vessels built for Stetson of Bangor
and Pendleton of Isleboro found
tlieir conception in his fertile brain.
One of his notable designs was the
fishing schooner Lark built at New
castle for O’Hara Brothers of Boston.
This schooner is 137 feet long and
has made some remarkable trips.
Mr O'Hara came to Rockland one
day this summer with a group of
Boston friends, and catching sight of
Mr. Wlardwell said:
“Boys 1 want you to meet the man
who designed the Lark."
The manner in which it was said
spoke volumes.
It was at Mr. O'Hara’s suggestion
that Mr. Wardwell made the design
for a cup defender. He has never
been accused of boastfulness but
every now and then he casts a criti
cal eye over that model and declares
with much positiveness:
“I think I can beat the Bluenose
if they will let me rig her as 1 want
to,"
Mr. Wardwell has seen many
fluctuations in the shipbuilding in
dustry, with wages ranging from a

A Household Pearl Gas and Coal

Range knows all there is to know
about cooking and baking and is right on the job every minute.

Stonington Furn. Co.

.

ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

that they had been through a battle mat.ager is hot on tire trail for tgis-

if they beat tile Orange and Black
gridmen.
....
Il was announced Friday that the
Manual Training department is go
ing to make all of the scenery for
the Senior class play. In past years
it has always been the custom to
boirow scenery from the local thea
tres and at times it has been ex
tremely difficult to get it liecau.se of
The past week has been a great
various shows which visit .he city
one for those not over anxious to
abr.ut that time every year.
study, as a day and a half was lost
Eutler Parsons, boys basketball
on account of the county teachers'
convention Monday and the halflfbliday for Union Fair Wednesday.
Tuesday morning Col. Harry K. Eus
tace, famous hunter of big game,
v. ho spent three years in thp jungles
of Africa In search of the giant
white rhino, gave a lecture on his
work and illustrated his talk with
moving pictures of the trip. The
auditorium is not very well suited
for movies but the student body was
able to get a good idea of what Mr.
Eustace accomplished.
X • • • «

If It fails to benefit yon when nseitstrictl'

Um uismM wrayyM. I»r a twttw.

The way things have been going
litis year, it wouldn't surprise us a
bit to hear of a disastrous flood in
the middle of the Sahara.—Nashville
Banner.

At Lunch

Mrs. Phillips will issue the first
call for debaters Monday afternoon
and it is expected that quite a few
of the students will report. Last
year Rockland defeated Lincoln
Academy on both sides of the topic
that was being debated. Mrs. Phil
lips will have to develop two good
debaters to take the place of Ruth
Koster and Parker Y'oung who both
graduated last spring. Bertha Tarrin
and Donald Haskell are both left
from last year’s regulars, while Ar
thur Tarrin. who was an alternate
last year, is back again. Harry Her
sey. last year's manager will be with
the team again this year.
* • * «
The gym was a lively place Fri
day night when the gills' basketball
squad held a poverty ball. The ball
was given In order that the girls
might settle some debts that were
contracted last winter and start the
new season on the- right side of the
ledger. Practice will not begin for
nearly two months yet hut the girls
are all eager for the opening whistle
and are out for the State champion
ship.
• • « •
The first rehearsal of the Girls’
Giee Club was held in the auditor
ium Wednesday afternoon under the
direction of Mrs. Eleanor Howard,
who handled the glee clubs so suc
cessfully In the operetta "College
Days” last spring.

TEA

niao

properly made, satisfies & invigorates.

BIRD’S ROOFS
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The first meeting of the newly
FEW CHILDREN FREE
formed Press Club was held in Miss
Black's room Friday afternoon with
That 95 per cent of kindergarten about 25 In attendance. This club
and first-grade children in publu hqs been formed with the idea of
schools of the District of Columbia promoting Journalism in the High
have physical defects is shown by School and the organization is going
a recent report of the health officer. to put out a small newspaper at the
Many of these were of minor charac school every two weeks when it gets
ter. but in the opinion of the healtn started. This paper is going to be
officer all needed correction. A total run like a regular newssheet with
of 41,776 physical examinations were editors, copy readers, typesetters,
made by medical inspectors during etc. and will be printed by the school.
the year 1926 - 27, but on account of No officers have been elected yet
tile inadequate force only the younger but that will be attended to soon and
children, 3,761, could be given thor the first edition of the paper is ex
ough examinations. Of these, 67.8 pected to appear in less than three
per cent were found to have defective weeks. No help is going to be solic
teeth; 46.7 per cent, diseased tonsils. ited from the townspeople .in the
and 33 2 per cent, enlarged cervical j way of circulation and advertising
glands. Among other defects noted ai it is to be strictly a school pawere: .Poor nutrition '24.3 per cent, per and will be sold only at the
defective nasal breathing 21.9 per I school. It is planned to have the
cent, defective vision 12.3 per cenf, , different departments such as literorthopedic defects 10.9 per cent. ary. music, debating and athletic
anemia 9.1 percent, and cardiac, dis-| and have a different reporter cover
ease 2.3 per cent. Of 124 children re- , each department. There will also
ported as retarded in their classes, (be special writers who will do the
120 were found to have some physi- editorials and it is planned to have
cal defect. The health department these students review a few books.
• • • •
also examined 1.095 applicants for
After the fine showing made by
appointment as teachers, and only
366, or 33.4 per cent, were passed un the football team lust Saturday
against Skowhegan there are going
conditionally.
to be some mighty disappointed faces
around school Monday morning if
TRAVELING MEN the team takes a beating from BanFlnd It Invaluable for' F"" thl» afternoon. About 20 feljlowg left for Bangor early this mornCuts, Scalds, Buras, jn!; Hnj it is expected that they will
Indigestion,Dyspepsia, b., bari< ]ate tonight, (with the bacon
Chilblains or Sore leet. it lfl hope(I). coach Macomber did
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kelball games
for this wintera
Orange Streaks.
Games have al*
it dy been booked with Waterville
High, East Maine Conference Sem
inary of Bucksport, Mexico High.
Rumford High and the old rival,
Lincoln Academy.

,,redict any eaSy VlctOry for the
Queen City outfit, but on the con-

byxUtrary he said that they would know

HEXAGONAL
TWIN SHINGLES

"

- - . .

IRD’S Hexagonal Twin Shingles are selfspacing and self-aligning. When laid they
form a “ hexagon” and produce a wide double
butt effect which gives the impression of thick*
ncss, weight and durability as well as excellent
shadow lines.

B

These asphalt shingles ate laid with die greatest of ease,
accuracy and speed which reduces the cost of application.
They give absolute waterproof, fire-retardant protection t»
the roof. Slate surfaced in red, green, blue-black or Art.
Blende. These shingle* are for new work or right over the
old shingles.
Hexagonal Twin Shingle, are made by Bird &. Son, Inc. (Eat. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Shingle Design Roofing*
Art-Craft Roofing, Paroid Roofing, Bird’s Insulating Blanket, Nei
Black Building Paper and Neponset Board. There's a Bird prod
every sort of buildingl

IFe are headquarter* for Bird** I
twildinff jwpvr* and wall I

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

